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ABSTRACT
The hydraulic analogue has a very great potential as a research tool* it 
is capable of solving complex heat transfer problems for which formal 
mathematical solutions are difficult to obtain and where numerical solutions 
involve lengthy and complex calculations* The great advantage of the 
hydraulic analogue over other types of analogue is the comparative ease with 
which complex thermal conditions can be simulated*
Part I of the present work describes the application of the hydraulic 
analogue to three-dimensional heat conduction problems. The construction of a 
three-dimensional hydraulic analogue is described and this analogue is used to 
obtain the transient temperature distributions in a cube of conducting material 
with three-dimensional heat flow* The analogue solution is compared with a 
numerical solution and a maximum total error (i.e. a constructional error and 
a. ’lumping* error- due to the finite difference approximation) of + 2^ of the 
temperature range was found in the analogue solution.
Before the three-dimensional problem was solved, two preliminary tests 
were carried out in order to investigate the construetionalaecuracy of the 
analogue components. These tests consisted of a one- dimensional and a two- 
dimensional heat conduction problem; these were solved on the three-dimensional 
analogue and a maximum error of + 23k was found in the analogue solutions.
The stability and accuracy of the finite difference solutions to the 
heat conduction equation are discussed.
Part I of this work shows therefore, that three-dimensional conduction 
problems can be solved with acceptable accuracy using an hydraulic analogue*
The boundary conditions in the Part I problems were very simple and to show that 
more complex boundary conditions can be simulated by a hydraulic analogue and 
also to show that flow systems can be represented,the work in Part II is presented
8
In Part 2 the geometry has cylindrical symmetry and the problems 
considered are one and two-dimensional only* The analogue of Part 1 is not 
used. Part 2 describes a new hydraulic analogue for solving the complicated heat 
transfer problems associated with the transient operation of regenerators. In 
particular, start-up flow in a tube is considered. Here, the gas stream presents 
complicated boundary conditions for the inside surface of the tube, varying both 
with time and position. The boundary conditions are simulated in the hydraulic 
analogue using a series of positive displacement pumps to enable the change in 
enthalpy of the gas stream to be represented. The disadvantage of investigating 
the transient temperature responses in a regenerator using the hydraulic analogue 
is the very long experimental time required. However, if the thermal capacity 
of the gas stream is ignored, then the hydraulic analogue is shown to be a very 
useful method.
The accuracy of the finite difference approximations used in the 
analogue design is investigated.
Using certain simplifying assumptions* the heating-up period for an 
actual gas flow/refractory tube sustem is analysed using an hydraulic analogue. 
The analogue results are compared with the actual transient temperatures obtained 
by direct measurement q£ an existing rig; the maximum discrepancy between the two
v-fji..
solutions was + 6% of the maximum temperature range.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Modern developments in engineering particularly in the fields of 
nuclear power, supersonic flight and high pressure-temperature turbines are 
creating an urgent need for reliable methods of solution to an increasing 
variety of complex heat transfer problems* A great deal of research activity 
has been centred on the determination of temperature distributions in component 
parts in order that an assessment of the thermal stresses can be made. There 
are two basic methods available for determining temperature distributions; the 
direct method i.e. actual measurement of temperature, and the indirect method, 
using analytical or analogue approaches.
The direct method has many drawbacks due chiefly to the use of 
thermocouples which is the only practical method available for such 
experimentation. It is necessary to ensure that the mass of the thermocouple 
has negligible effect on the thermal capacity of the point of contact and that 
it lies on an isothermal contour; this is invariably difficult especially in 
complicated shapes and under unsteady conditions; there is also the practical 
difficulty of locating the thermocouple* A considerable amount of time and 
money can be spent on the manufacture of a prototype on which to carry out the 
temperature measurements, and in producing the conditions under which heat 
transfer occurs.
The indirect method, using mathematical techniques, has yielded very 
useful solutions for many cases of heat transfer, though for the more complex 
boundary and initial conditions formal solutions are very difficult if not 
impossible to obtain. Even when a solution does exist, the work necessary to 
obtain numerical answers is often excessive. For a large number of problems, 
particularly those dealing with transient conditions and variable thermal 
properties, the only alternative is the use of numerical techniques. The latter
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approach has gained a considerable amount of attention in recent times due to 
a rapid development in numerical procedures# Even so, for complex problems 
hand calculated solutions are impracticable and the use of a digital computer 
is essential. Though the actual calculations when done by a digital computer 
are completed very rapidly, the overall cost in time and money in preparing a 
programme and obtaining the results is still high.
The analogue method of solving heat conduction problems is of great 
interest as a research tool. It has been shown, by many investigators, to 
produce results of reasonable accuracy at very moderate cost, for complex heat 
flow conditions which would be unmanageable otherwise. Two important types are 
the electrical and hydrualic analogues both of which have been the subject of a
great deal of research. Analogues do not resemble physically the prototype but
obey equations identical in form to those which govern the prototype and by 
imposing corresponding boundary conditions the analogue solution can be converted 
directly to represent the actual solution. To illustrate this, consider the 
following three relationships from thermal, electric and fluid flow:-
(a) From the heat conduction equation
heat flux a (Temperature potential across element)
distance across element
i.e. Q a
£x
(b) From Ohn^s law
current a (voltage potential across element) 
electrical resistance across element
i.e. i a 5v
3 T
(c) .From Poiseuillefs equation
laminar flow rate tx ( head potential across element)
distance across element
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The principles of the electrical analogue of steady state heat 
transfer problems are well knov/n and the method is used effectively 
in determining the isothermal lines and heat flow lines in irregular 
shaped conductors, using an electric analogue field plotter. From 
such a field plot the temperature distribution, shape factor and heat 
transfer rates are easily found. The electrical analogue for unsteady 
heat transfer, first introduced by Beuken (1937) and extended by Paschkis 
(19A2), consists of a resitance-capacitance direct current network and this 
has been applied to many heat transfer problems. The resistance-capacitance 
network is not well suited■to the study of heat transfer phenomena taking 
place over short time intervals as it is difficult and expensive to record 
instantaneous stored energy in the various capacitors, particularly when 
five or more capacitors are necessary. Large capacitors can be used to 
prolong the experimental time but this introduces more expense. For small 
capacitors the problem of leakage is restrictive. The analogue can simulate 
a great variety of boundary conditions by feeding into the network 
corresponding input signals, although boundary conditions dependent on 
temperature are not easily obtained. The various initial conditions, 
varying thermal properties and energy generation within the conducting 
material are very expensive if not impracticable to simulate.
The electrical analogue of Liebmann (1956) uses a resistance network 
only, and is in fact an electrical relaxation machine. The time variable 
is not continuous as with the K.C. network but is lumped in a corresponding 
manner to the space intervals in the finite difference approximation to the 
heat conduction equation. This fact allows temperature dependent variables 
to be taken into account more easily, though the added complication of 
variable thermal properties is expensive tn incorporate. The design
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difficulties in producing an electrical analogue to solve three-dimensional 
unsteady state heat transfer problems are great and make this an impracticable 
proposition.
The principles of the hydraulic analogue were first introduced by
H.D. Moore (1936) and since then many investigators have extended and developed 
this analogue method to cover one and two-dimensional heat flow systems with 
various boundary and initial conditions. Tie hydraulic analogue is well suited 
for the study of very short transients and can be adapted to simulate changes in 
thermal properties and complex boundary conditions with reasonable accuracy and at 
low cost.
The contributions, described in this thesis, to the development of the 
hydraulic analogue first show the practicability of using a hydraulic analogue to 
obtain the transient temperature distributions in three-dimensional heat conduction 
systems, and secondly, show that the hydraulic analogue can be used as an 
effective method for investigating the transient responses in flow systems; in 
particular the transient temperature distribution in a thick-walled hollow 
cylinder due to a flowing gas; such a situation arises when predicting the 
performance of regenerators.
PART
CHAPTER 1.1
DESCRIPTION OF PART 1 WORK
A great deal of research has been carried out using hydraulic analogues but 
the problems have always been restricted to one and two-dimensional heat flow.
Part 1 of the present work describes the construction and testing of a hydraulic 
analogue designed specifically for three-dimensional heat conduction problems.
Little analytical work has been done on transient solutions for two and 
three-dimensional problems. The analytical solutions that are available are 
generally restricted to cases of isotropic solids of simple geometry and with 
simple boundary conditions. For more complex three-dimensional heat flow problems 
the only alternative is the use of numerical procedures which involve very lengthy 
calculations. Part 1 shows that such problems can be solved, with reasonable 
accuracy and at relatively low cost, using an hydraulic analogue.
Chapter 1.2 introduces the basis of the hydraulic analogue design, i.e. the 
finite difference approximation to the heat conduction equation. One-dimensional 
heat conduction in a bar and a corresponding hydraulic analogue arrangement is 
considered; the equivalence of the analogue fluid flow and heat flow equations is 
then show. Methods of respresenting more complicated heat transfer conditions 
are also considered.
Having developed the basic ideas of the analogue, the design factors 
involved in building a three-dimensional hydraulic analogue are discussed in 
Chapter (1.3)# The method of lumping the thermal properties of a-cube and the 
corresponding analogue arrangement is described in Chapter (l./f). The 
construction of the three-dimensional analogue, representing the heating of a cube 
of conducting material with boundary conditions of prescribed temperatures, is 
dealt with in Chapter (1.5)# The design of the analogue has been kept simple to 
demonstrate one of the great advantages of this form of analogue namely, that
2.1 1
useful solutions may be obtained quickly and accurately without the use of 
expensive and complex equipment.
i
The boundary conditions of cube faces at prescribed temperatures are rather j
artificial but are considered useful; for example in thermal stress analysis, 
shock heating of surfaces (and hence steep temperature gradients) produces the
j:
severest thermal stress conditions. The introduction of a convective boundary !•
sondition however, would not have presented any difficulty on the analogue 
described as this would be simulated by simply adding capillary tubes.
The versatility of the three-dimensional analogue is demonstrated by <'
solving one and two-dimensional heat conduction problems in addition to the three- j:
dimensional problem. The analogue being easily adapted to solve for the :
transient temperature distributions in a cube under one and two-dimensional heat j
flow, see Chapters (1.7) and (1.8). By solving the one, two and three-dimensional | 
problems it was possible to determine whether the analogue error was affected by Ij
II
increasing the number of dimensions, and it also served as a good check on the j||
constructional accuracy of the individual components. For the one-dimensional J{
problem the analogue solutions is compared with an analytical solution, the two i
p!
and three-dimensional problems are checked against a numerical solution. |:j
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CHAPTER 1,2
HYDRAULIC ANALOGUE FOR ONE-DIMENSIONAL HEAT FLOW 
In the following section the finite difference approximation to 
one-dimensional heat conduction is considered and the corresponding hydraulic 
analogue relationships derived*
a* Physical Meaning of the Finite Defference Approximation 
Consider the case of one-dimensional heat conduction through a bar of 
isotropic material where the heat flow is governed by the equation,
p‘°* TF = k x^2.... . ............ ......
To obtain the finite difference form approximating to (l) we consider an
an interval &X in X and write ©^ n for the value of temperature at the point n § X,
where n is an integer, at a time mbt^ where ra is an integer and 6t^ is a time
2interval* Replacing h 6 and 6 by their finite difference forms (App.l.l)
h x2 c t
we have,
p.c e^m+l,n ~ 0m,n^ =» ~ — - (©._!_ + ©_____ - 2©____) -----2—  (6X) m,n,+l m,n~l m,n
6th
or, 6© ,
P*c* a (© + e _ - 2© )................... .(2)
6t (6X) m»n,+l m,n - 1 m,n
Thepliysical significance of the finite difference approximation (2) can be seen to
be equivalent to dividing the bar into finite seations of thickness 6X and
replacing these by slabs of perfectly conducting material with the same heat capacity
separated by a thermal resistance 6X which is equal to the thermal resistance of the
k
original section of thickness 6X, This same approximation is made in analogues, 
i.e. the thermal capacity is *lumped* and considered to act at a nodal point which 
is connected to other nodal points by thermal resistances, (see Fig. 1).
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6X
Thermal 
Resistance
Thermal
Capacity
L  Ii
End Storage 
Arrangement
w ^ v<v,w n  Central storage 
Arrangement
Fig.l One-dimensional thermal lumping systems
b« From considerations of the accuracy of the analogue solution Shen (19&2) 
demonstrated that there is no restriction on the position of the ’lumped* 
thermal capacity; it can equally be considered to be concentrated to one side 
of the element (end storage) or at the centre of gravity of the element 
(central storage). This property can be used to great advantage in the 
design of analogues# In the finite difference approximation to equation (l) 
both time and space are lumped which often necessitates, when solving heat 
transfer problems numerically, a restriction on the size of the time interval;
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it will be shown that there is no such restriction in the hydraulic analogue 
where time is continuous#
c. Fluid Analogy
If we consider arrangements in the hydraulic analogue corresponding to 
one-dimensional heat flow in a bar Fig.(2); then depending upon the number of 
space intervals chosen, a corresponding number of capacitor, or storage tubes, 
(the cross-sectional area of each representing the thermal capacity of a finite 
element) are connected together by capillary tubes (representing the thermal 
resistances of the elements of material to heat flow). In the analogue the 
head of fluid H in the capacitor tube represents temperature, the laminar fluid 
flow represents heat flow and the quantity of fluid stored in the capacitor 
tube represents energy stored within the element. Thus we have an analogy to 
the conditions that exist within the bar based on the lumping procedure of the 
finite difference form.
During a particular time interval 6t^ the fluid flow equation at the nodal 
point n yields:
Net flow into capacitor tube
= *H .S « F - (H _ - H )6tp - F . (H - H ) 8t«.    ....... (3)n n n-l,n n-1  n f n,n+l n n+1 f
where F is a characteristic of the capillary tube, being a measure of the fluid 
conductance through the capillary tube.
F = o
uT/H » volumetric flow per unit head difference per unit time,
The value of F is determined by experiment, see section 1.6.
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Fig. (Z) HYDRAULIC ANALOGUE ARRANGEMENT FOR ONE 
. DIMENSIONAL HEAT CONDUCTION
capacitor tube !
cross-sectional area; 
S.-' . !
ubes Ft ' n.n+1 / #n-l,n CENTRAL STORAGE
END STORAGE
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For the particular case where F = F _ = etc i.e. for conditions in thee n-l,n n,n+l
prototype where the thermal resistance of the conducting material is constant and
uniform we have,
F i - F - = F, sayn-l,n n,n+l ’ °
therefore, (3 ) becomes 
6H . S '
° = F(H . + H n - 2H )  W
f n+1
For equations (2) and (if) to be of identical form and for the head of fluid to 
represent temperature directly we must equate ratios of corresponding coefficients 
of the two equations, hence
V 6tf F
pc/btji “ k/(*x)2
also ^ « S, from the geometry of the bar.
Therefore,
6t. F ( b x r
— =     (5)
6t„ S a ........................................
I
where a = thermal diffusivity of the conducting material
_ k 
** ~ P#c
d« From equation (5) it can be seen that the ratio between actual heat flow
time 6t^ and analogue time 6t^ can be increased or decreased at will for a 
particular problem by a suitable choice of the value of S and F. This property of 
the hydraulic analogue to prolong the experimental time to any desired value 
enables problems to be solved that could only be attempted on other types of 
analogues at great expense. A long experimental time permits the variation in 
thermal properties, such as conductivity, to be approximated accurately i'4 ,the 
analogue solution. To represent a change in thermal conductivity a variable fluid 
resistor, such as that used by Shen (1961), may be connected between capacitor 
tubes, this being adjusted during the experiment. A Variation in specific heat
27
with temperature can be simulated in the hydraulic analogue, by placing a template 
inside the capacitor tube, so that the cross-sectional area of the tube S' say, 
(=Sa), varies with height. By arranging for an abrupt enlargement of the 
capacitor tube, the latent heat of the conducting material can be represented 
approximately. As noted previously it can be seen from the analogue flow 
equations (A) that time is continuous in the analogue solution and therefore, 
instability due to the choice of time interval does not occur.
28
CHAPTER 1.3 
THREE-DIMENSIONAL ANALOGUES
a. General Remarks 
Hydraulic analogues have been constructed to deal with one and two-dimensional j'
. ; ,!i
heat flow systems, none have been designed to deal with three-dimensional problems. |
However, a number of writers e.g. Coyle (1951)» have indicated that with certain
1 I
modifications their one-dimensional apparatus could be used for three-dimensional 
work. One obvious complication when considering the design of a three- ,
dimensional analogue is the great number of capacitor tubes necessary. (Shen (1961) 
found that for simple cases of heat flow in one dimension, four space intervals 1
gave a solution to an accuracy of The three-dimensional rig of the present j 1
work was designed using four space intervals along each axis, requiring a total of 
sixty-four capacitor tubes. For a five nodal point system the number of capacitor 
tubes necessary would be 125.
In the design of a three-dimensional analogue three factors must be considered:-
(1) Analogue Fluid.
(2) The layout of the nodal points and pipe-network.
(3) The method of recording the heights of the fluid columns, 
fe. Analogue Fluid
The choice of fluid is generally restricted to water, air or oil.
(i) Water has a relatively low viscosity, which would mean that unless very fine j 
bore capillary tubes were used the experimental time would be rather short, thus I
I t
making recording and adjustments during the experimental run difficult. Water J
is also prone to clogging due to growth of organisms unless distilled water is
used, also it is fairly corrosive when in contact with metals. Moore (193&) used ; 
water as an analogue fluid.
(ii) The use of air has objections on two aounts, one that high tolerance
29 |1 I
capillary tubing would be necessary as air has a very low coefficient of 
viscosity and any small changes in the bore will have a significant effect on the 
fluid flow. Therefore, normal commercial tubing would be of little use. The 
low flow velocities that are necessary to maintain laminar flow would also require /
fine bore tubes. The experimental time would be short and extending it to any 
marked degree could only be achieved by introducing even finer bore capillary ;
tubing or by increasing substantially the area of the capacitor tubes* The second ;
1 1
drawback to the use of air is that it requires a secondary pipe-network for pressure I
,i I
measurement containing manometer fluid, this increases the complexity of the layout. ( , 
Coyle (1951) used air as an analogue fluid in his one-dimensional analogue. > j  |
(iii) Oil has a number of advantages over air and water. Oil can be obtained I , 
over a large range of viscosities thus prolonged experimental times can be obtained j j 
relatively easily. Variation of the oil viscosity for normal room temperature i |  j
changes is small. Also oil has low surface tension, which aids the reading of ,
-
the heights of fluid columns, and is non-corrosive and non-clogging. Laminar tj 
flow for a fair range of velocities is possible. Leakage at the joints is not j 
such a problem as with air flow, 
c• Layout
For minimum friction losses nodal point connections and pipe-network should 
be simple, with pipe runs straight and in the same plane where practicable. To a j
large extent the layout is dependent on the technique used in recording the changes
■ i
in fluid level in the capacitor tubes. For photographic recording the capacitor 
tubes must be arranged so that an unrestricted view of them is possible with one or j ‘
more cameras. For electrical recording the layout need not be so restricted. [ ,
!i
There is a practical limit to the area over which the analogue may be mounted,
d. Recording Techniques
Three methods were considered for recording the changes in fluid levels.
3°
(i) Electrical The electrical method has the advantages that readings can be 
made automatically at predetermined time intervals and can easily cope with a large 
number of fluid levels. As an initial experiment on this method, a copper- 
berillium diaphragm was bonded to one end of a 2'* i/d perspex tube and a diaphragm 
type strain gauge fixed. A curve was drawn of the out-of-balance current of the 
strain measuring bridge against fluid level in the tube. It was found that 
changes of head of oil of 0.1fl were easily detected. However, the cost of strain 
gauges, diaphragms and the necessary equipment for amplifying and recording the out 
of balance signal for a large number of capacitor tubes is high.
(ii) Photographic Photographic recording of fluid levels is relatively 
inexpensive, but does require an unrestricted view of all the tubes which 
increases the complexity of the layout if a large number of nodal points is 
necessary. Measurement of fluid leve3.s from photographs can be laborious.
(iii) Direct Measurement Measurement by rule is the least expensive method but is 
only practicable when the number of nodal points is small and where fluid levels 
are not changing rapidly. «
CHAPTER 1.4
31
THREE-DIMENSIONAL REPRESENTATION
In order to make an assessment of the accuracy and limitations of a 
hydraulic analogue designed for solving three-dimensional heat conduction problems, 
an analogue was constructed representing a solid cube having the boundary 
conditions of one or more surfaces being raised instantaneously to an elevated 
temperature, the remaining surfaces being held at some datum temperature; or 
insulated. Also, by a suitable adjustment of the boundary conditions transient 
temperature distributions for cases of one and two-dimensional heat conduction in a 
cube can be simulated.
Consider a cube to be subdivided into a number of smaller cubes. The thermal 
capacity is considered to be concentrated at a nodal point located at the centre of 
gravity of each small cube (central storage). The thermal resistance in the 
X,Y,Z directions is represented by six resistance rods radiating from every nodal 
point. Pig. (3) shows the lumping system for a single elemental cube. Consider 
a typical array of nodal points 0-6, Fig. (Zf), where the thermal capacity is 
replaced by a capacitor tube of cross-sectional area S, the thermal resistance by 
six capillary tubes, the heat flow by fluid flow; the temperature represented by 
the head of fluid contained in the capacitor tube. Thus we have an analogy for
the conditions that exist within the original cube during three-dimensional heat
conduction. To obviate the gravitational forces in the analogue the layout of the
capacitor tubes is airsng.%d in one plane#
a* Analogue Equations
During a particular time interval 6t^ the fluid flow equation at the nodal _ 
point 0 is:-
Net flow into capacitor tube 0 =
6H .S = F .(IL-H )6t, +F (H -H )&t.+ F ,(H_ - H )&t-
o o 0,1 1  0 f 0,2 2 o f 0,3 j o r
"TH ER MA L L u m p i n g  s y s t e m f i g . ( 5 ) 32
FOR THE CUBE
CUBICAL LATTICE
/ L U M P E D '  S Y S T E M
• —  N O D A L P O IN T  
REPRESENTING t h e  
T H E R M A L  CAPAC\TY  
OP S M A L L  C U E E .
—  T H E R M  M_ 
RESISTANCE,
ANALOGUE REPRESENTATION FI G (4-)
D — Fo1i _ Q 1
S —AREA OF CAPACITOR
T U E jE S H O W N  AS CIRCLES.
F -  FLUID CONDUCTANCE 
' OF CAPILLARY T U B E .
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Now for isotropic materials and constant thermal properties all S and F values 
are the same, so the suffixes may be dropped,
q C.TJ
Hence HL, + + H, + H, + H_ + - 6H » o o ..........................(7)* 1 2  3 4 , 5 6 o
f
The general heat conduction equation for isotropic material with constant and 
uniform k is:
^ 2 e = s I f -  ...........................       (8)
where ^ + d ^
6 x2 h y2 bz  2
The finite difference form of (8) is
61 + 92 + ®3 + \  + + ®6 * 69o = (em+l,o " 6m,o)  ..... *..... (8a)
e + e + a + e + e + e, - 6e = —  * 69o ......................^1 2 3 ** 5 6 o a.6th
If H is to represent ©, the coefficients of 6Hq and 6©q in (7) ( 9 ) must be
equated#
Therefore, (6x)^ __ ‘S
a6t^ ~ F 6t^
= I ( 6x)2      Cia)
btg ~ S a
where the value of F is determined by a calibration experiment.
CHAPTER 1.3
THE ANALOGUE DESIGN
The construction of the analogue components and the layout of the three- 
dimensional hydraulic analogue is described in the following section.
a. Construction of Nodal Point System
Fig. (5) shows a single nodal point consisting of a perspex capacitor tube 
1** i/d, g'f wall thickness and l8,f long, bonded on to a perspex mounting block 
using a solution of perspex chips in chloroform. This bonding material was found 
to be very successful, the resulting joint withstanding subsequent machining 
operations very well. Protruding from one side of the block are shown six copper 
capillary tubes 1 o/d, 26 s.w.g. wall, representing the thermal resistances in 
three dimensions. These are located in the block by drilling clearance holes 
such that the capillaries may slide into position easily. Leakage around the 
periphery of the tubes is prevented by screwing down sealing screws on to rubber 
sleeves; this produces a good seal that can be made and unmade without any 
subsequent leakage developing. The block has a central drilled hole, forming a 
channel, and sealed permanently at the drilled end, this channel connects all the 
capillaries to the capacitor tube. This arrangement makes it easy to change 
resistances or to remove them completely by replacing the sealing screw by a 
screwed plug. To prevent any leakage from the thread, Fluolion thread tape was 
used and found to be effective. A capillary tube, six inches long, was chosen to 
represent F, this gave a reasonable experimental time and reduced proportionately 
the effect of entrance and exit head losses in the capillary. Ordinary 
commercial copper tubing was used which was cut to length on a lathe. The 
capillaries were cut to within 0.0111 of six inches, the error ia cutting is 
considered as having only a small effect on the fluid resistance. After cutting 
to length the ends were deburred, and a centre drill used to smooth the entrance
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and exit, thereby reducing end losses.
b. Layout
The changes in fluid levels were recorded by still cameras which made it 
necessary to form two banks, each of 32 capacitor tubes, so that they could be 
photographed by two cameras placed either side of the analogue. The capacitor 
tubes were bolted to & rigid base, 10* x ip overall, constructed from Handy Angle 
(see Fig, 6). The connections between the nodal points were made using large bore 
(12mm i/d) flexible P.V.C. piping. A considerable length of flexible tubing was 
used, a total of /fOO’, but as the resistance of the capillary tube is so much 
greater than that of the flexible piping (1300-1) the resulting error is small.
The cpnnections between the capillaries and the flexible tubing were made using 
short lengths o f  th ic k  walled rubber tub&v F ig . (3)
c. Boundary Conditions
To represent the boundary condition of constant temperature some means had to 
be found for supplying the appropriate 16 nodal points (capacitor tubes), 
representing one face of the cube, simultaneously with a constant head of fluid.
In order to keep the constructional work to a minimum it was decided to supply 
each such group of 16 capacitor tubes with a constant head of oil from one unit.
Fig* (6)
Details of arrangement for one-dimensional heat conduction 
through a solid cube* In the centre of the picture is shown 
two vertical constant head devices and a boundary tube*
Fig, (7)
Details of nodal points,capacitor tubes with capillary 
tubes (interconnecting large-bore flexible tubing ).
The boundary temperature tube is shown on the extreme left.
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The layout used to achieve this is shown in Fig, (6) and Fig.(8) and consists 
for the three-dimensional analogue*. of six boundary tubes, one for each face of 
the cube; each boundary tube supplies a set of 16 capacitor tubes representing 
one cube face with a constant head of oil. The constant head was maintained in 
each boundary tube by the use of two constant head devices connected via. stop­
cocks to each end of the boundary tube. Each constant head device consists of 
a tall cylindrical perspex tube bonded to a perspex base plate though the centre 
of which passes a smaller tube. The position of the smaller tube can be 
adjusted, thus providing an overflow arrangement, Fig. (9)* Providing that the 
oil flow from a reservoir tank is sufficient to maintain a steady flow from the 
overflow tube, the head should remain sensibly constant at the boundary tube 
outlet.
To enable a record of the boundary temperatures to be made, a further six 
boundary temperature tubes were constructed and connected directly to the boundary 
tubes, via stop-cocks, and positioned along the two banks of capacitor tubes 
representing the internal points, see Fig. (7)*
d. Originally transformer oil was considered for the analogue fluid but, 
on calibrating the reference capillary tube, (sect. 1.6), it was concluded that 
the experimental time would be rather short suggesting the use of a more viscous 
oil. A more viscous oil would also reduce proportionally the secondary losses. 
Shell Rotella multigrade oil 10 W/30 was selected, it has a suitable coefficient 
of viscosity which is not unduly affected by small variations in temperature that 
occur in the laboratory. Properties of this oil are shown in table (1).
4-0
Fig, (8)
Details of a boundary tube supplying sixteen capacitor 
tubes with a constant head of oil*
Also shown is the oil supply to the boundary temperature tube, 
tapped from the centre of the boundary tube*
M |i \ wma a ttauC T
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Fig. (<7 ) COHSTAHT HEAD DEVICE ■
perspex tube
f t
perspex base plate
polythene sleeve
connection to 
boundary tube
adjustable overflow pipe
kz
Table 1 Rotella Oil 10W/30
s#g. at 60oF Kinematic Viscosity C.S.
0.88lf
70pF 100°F 1A0°F
Xif£ 67 29
Viscosity index 1/fO
To produce an oil colour that would photograph well, an oil dye was used 
(Waxoline red) which gave a dark red colour to the oil without any change in the 
oil . viscosity and produced a good negative. To check on the variation of oil 
temperature during the test, inlet and outlet oil temperatures were recorded at 
intervals by a mercury-in-glass thermometer# An electric clock positioned above 
the analogue enabled a record of the analogue time to be made#
e# The changes in capacitor tube fluid levels, and analogue time, were 
recorded by two 35 mm still cameras positioned on either side of the analogue#
The cameras were operated by two pneumatic- cable releases which permitted one 
operator to record all the information at the same time. Illumination was 
provided by four 500W flood-lamps which were switched on just before a photograph 
was taken, thus preventing the ambient temperature from rising. Some difficulty 
was found in obtaining a good photograph due to the reflection from the surfaces 
of the tubes but a screen of tracing paper behind each bank of tubes was found 
effective in reducing reflected light#
To ensure that all the piping was primed a small zero head in all the 
capacitor tubes was initially established which conveniently represented an 
initial uniform temperature distribution through the cube.
Subsequent measurement of head was done using a slide projector with an 
attachment for a 35 mm film, the negatives being projected onto a screen of 
squared paper. This arrangement enabled the fluid levels to be measured easily 
as the dark red colour of the oil produced a good contrast on the negative and 
it only required counting the squares to obtain the heights. The levels in the 
boundary temperature tubes were used as a datum line from which the fluid levels 
were measured#
CHAPTER 1P6 ^
FLUID CONDUCTANCE OE CAPILLARIES
The accuracy of the analogue solution is dependent on an accurate 
determination of the fluid conductances of the capillary tubes.
Capillaries
Small errors in cutting to length and in the bore due to manufacturing
tolerances produces a variation in the fluid resistance of the capillaries*
For really accurate work all resistance tubes should be calibrated and compared
with a chosen standard reference tube. In the three dimensional analogue
there are 3&k capillary tubes v/hich would require many hours to calibrate.
To reduce this, 30 capillaries were selected at random and were calibrated using
the falling head or semi-dynamic method. One capillary tube was taken as a
reference tube and the others compared with it. The variation in the fluid
F — Fconductance F, i,e, ~ r where F is the conductance of the reference tube,
F rr
was of the order of 3% and is considered acceptable,
b. Calibration of Capillary Tubes
Shen, (1962) (page 36) investigated various methods of calibrating 
capillary tubes and found that the semi-dynamic method was sufficiently 
accurate providing the change in head used in the calibration test is 
representative of the changes in fluid levels that occur in the analogue 
capacitor tubes. As this method is a convenient one it was used throughout 
the present work.
r*
^ — Cross-sectional area 
of stand-pipe S
kk
H.
%
- Capillary Tube
Fig. (10) Calibration of Capillaries
Fig. (10) shows a line diagram of the apparatus used to determine the conductance 
of the capillary tubes. The method consists of measuring the time for the head 
above the horizontal capillary tube to fall a certain distance.
By definition F = ^f
Therefore,
and
H
F H  = - S
F dt - S
dH
dt
-Hf dH
H
J H.1
= S. ln(Hi )
(H^T
Hence T = |  in (V  
. ^
(11)
From equation (^ ) the value of the fluid conductance of the reference capillary
tube is determined; from this the analogue time is calculated, see equation ( q^ )
Chapter l.if. Care must be taken that the calibration, (which is done after the
analogue run) is carried out at the correct oil temperature (i.e. with the oil
temperature equal to the mean analogue oil temperature found during the run).
A convenient method of comparing the fluid conductances of the capillary
tubes with the reference capillary tube is to determine the effective lengths of
1
the capillaries. For the reference capillary tube F ^  « —-—  where R is the
ref
V5
fluid resistance of the capillary, 
and as a Rref
then F « a
ref ref
Comparing the reference capillary with any other capillary We have
F „ L tref e
F L . t -ref ref
Thus to determine the effective length (L ) the capillary should be calibrated at0
H.
the same oil temperature and the same change of effective head ( g— ) as used in
t
calibrating the reference tube,
then Le = r  x Lref  ........ ....(12)t
'ref
c* Range of Reynolds Number
From Poiseulle’s equation,
1L „ p.g.Hid^ g.H.d^ 1 m \the mean velocity v » -- =—  = —  rr ........... ...........U 5 )
* 32 iwL 32*L ^
where £ kinematic viscosity
p = density of oil
d = inside dia, of capillary
L a length of capillary
H = head of oil
24 = S   (!■)
e
Rotella oil
o
At 70 F the kinematic viscosity = 1%8 C.S.
_ M  -a* 592 x 10 ft/sec 
* 930
Inside diameter of capillary tube jj** o/d and 26s.w.g, wall 
d = 0,125* * - 0.018" 
d = 0.089 * *
The Reynolds number is calculated for the maximum head difference that occurs 
in the analogue flow system, i.e. H=-Lft of oil, and for lengths of capillary 
6’* and 12*»
For one foot length of capillary
3 6
R 32.2 8.9 x 10"°   x 1
e 32 12 x lZfZf”x 1.592*x 10-°
R = 0.162 e
For six inch length of capillary
R = 0.324e
The range of Reynolds numbers calculated above shows that for all the tests
carried out R has a maximum value of 0.324* At such low R the losses at the e e
connections, the valves, entry and exit losses of the capillary tubes should be 
small.
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CHAPTER 1#7 
APPLICATION OF THE HYDRAULIC ANALOGUE TO A 
ONE-DIMENSIONAL PLATE PROBLEM 
Before the three-dimensional problem was solved on the analogue, two tests 
were made by solving a one and then two-dimensional heat conduction problem us^ng 
the three-dimensional analogue. These preliminary tests were carried out in 
order to check the constructional errors of the analogue.
a. Statement of problem
The problem was to determine the mid-plane temperature history of a steel 
plate 2 inches thick initially at a uniform temperature of 0°F when both surfaces
are suddenly heated to 1000°F where,
p s 2+80 lb/ft^, k « 26 Btu/hr.ft°F, c = 0.13 BtuAb°F
Now a = o . v  Tm  =  °-°°695 ft2/Bdn
As the heating is symmetrical only one half of the plate need be considered, 
therefore
L2/ = = 1 min
^ 'a. 0.00695
I '
Platev.
k 8
b, For the boundary conditions on the hydraulic analogue to represent those of 
the plate five faces of the cube are considered insulated. This is achieved by 
isolating all the boundary tubes except one from the corresponding capacitor tubesB 
The head of oil in the remaining boundary tube is adjusted to 10 *’, thus the 10’f 
column of oil in the boundary temperature tube represents the surface temperature 
of 1000°F.
The arrangement consists of 16, one-dimensional analogues in parallel; thus
the analogue should give 16 identical solutions to the problem.
Jj TV if&X
1000°F 6 j;
6x*~
c. Analogue Characteristics
/
'Insulated
Face
'V
Lumping procedure 
for the plate 
problem (central 
storage)
From equation (S  )
6t
6t,
h F ( 5 x)‘ 
S. a
Let L = P 6x
where, P = the number of space intervals 
and L » the half thickness of the plate
Then . 6x = L/P
and 6t,
6t,
F (Lf)
S a
F.l
S.P2
1
P2
as L / = 1  min.' a
Four space intervals and central storage were used in the analogue solution, 
therefore P = ij.
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The value of F was determined by calibrating the reference capillary tube, at the 
average oil temperature found during the test* Substituting the value of F,
p
viz. F = 0.01056 in /rain, we have from (15 )
6t,
= 0.000841otf
or 6t, (sec.) = 0.05046 6t_ (min.)n 1
The initial oil level in all the capacitor tubes and four of the boundary 
temperature tubes was first established. The head of oil in the constant head 
device and the remaining two boundary temperature tubes was adjusted to 10’*. At 
a convenient time the stop-cocks were opened, connecting the boundary tube to the 
constant head devices and the two boundary temperature tubes, and the test started. 
At certain time intervals, given by the clock, photographs were taken of all the 
oil levels and the clock. Initially photographs were taken at two minute 
intervals but as the changes in the oil levels became less rapid this time 
interval was increased. Throughout the test run the inlet and outlet oil 
temperatures Were recorded. The two sets of photographs, one for each side of 
the analogue , were' developed and the analogue results obtained by projecting the 
negatives onto a screen of squared
temperature
For each photograph projected the oil levels in the boundary/tubes, i.e. the
elevated and initial fluid levels, and the oil levels in all the capacitor tubes
0 ^ 0
and the analogue time were read. The percentage temperature rise  o at the
e - ee o
corresponding heat flow time was worked out, where 8 is the temperature at a 
certain station at a particular time, 9^ the initial temperature and 6^ the 
elevated temperature.
d. Remarks Fig, (11) shows the temperature distribution through the plate at  ^
various times, the analogue results being compared with a numerical solution based 
on the same number of space intervals as used in the analogue solution, see 
Appendix (l#3 a)* Fig, (12) compares the analogue and numerical solutions for the ij 
mid-plane temperature history of the plate with an analytical solution, details of j 
the analytical solution are given in Appendix (l.i*.)* The results of this test j 
lead to the following conclusions.
(i) The analogue results had a maximum error of + 2$ therefore, a hydraulic j
I
analogue designed on a four space interval network is good enough for one­
dimensional problems. There is no need to increase the number of space intervals# 
This represents a great saving in the construction of analogue components*
(ii) The small errors that exist in the components of the three-dimensional 
analogue were found to be well distributed and if any large errors did exist they 
were quickly averaged out to the surrounding nodal points*
(iii) The method used for supplying a constant head of oil to the appropriate |; 
capacitor tubes is reasonable.
(iv) The use- .of flexible piping with the attending large number of changes in 
flow area is acceptable providing that viscous oil, hence very small flow 
velocities, is used.
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CHAPTER 1.8
APPLICATION OF THE HYDRAULIC ANALOGUE TO A TWO-DIMENSIONAL 
PLATE PROBLEM
A second test run was made by solving the following problem*
a* Statement of Problem
The problem was to determine the transient temperature distributions in a
square plate, of dimensions 2L, see Fig. (13)» under two-dimensional heat
conduction. The plate has two surfaces insulated, two opposite edges raised
instantaneously to a temperature of 1000°F and the remaining edges maintained at
0°F. The initial temperature distribution in the plate is uniform and at 0°F.
l2
For convenience let = 1 min, as in section 1.7
1000°F
§--
Insulated L 
Surfaces
Insulated Edges
^-Diagonal 
/ y
/ / /"/"/ / s /'/ ' Centre Point of
Plate
Due to symmetrical heating only one quarter of the plate need be considered,
Fig. (13) shows the corresponding boundary conditions.
b. To obtain the corresponding boundary conditions on the analogue four faces 
of the cube are insulated, one surface is held at the elevated temperature and the 
remaining surface is held at zero temperature. Two boundary tubes are required, 
one to supply a constant head of oil to the sixteen capacitor tubes representing 
the heating of one edge and the other maintained at zero head representing the 
edge being held at zero temperature. The remaining four boundary tubes are
54
isolated- Fig- (14) shows the analogue network for the two-dimensional problem 
there being four such networks in parallel in the three-dimensional set up and 
hence four identical solutions should be given.
For isotropic materials with constant and uniform thermal properties the 
heat conduction is governed by the equation,
x o y
The finite difference approximation to this heat conduction equation is,
~(6xJ2  ^^1 + + ^ 3 + ^4 ^o^ ~ C*  ^ ^ 0 * * * *.....•••*••(l6) ^
2
T
6t,
h r6F
py !
r*-
where ©f s are the temperatures surrounding a typical nodal point- A similar
'n
relationship exists for every point throughout the plate. For a square lattice 
6y as 5x.
c* Analogue Characteristics
Consider an equivalent arrangement in the hydraulic analogue Fig. (14), 
net fluid flow into the capacitor tube *0*
- Fl,0( h  - H0 > 6tf + F2,0 ( H2 - H0) 6tf + F3,0 (H3 " V  5tf
+ F4,0 ( \  ~ V 6tf = 5H0*So
as the conducting material is isotropic with thermal properties constant and 
uniform, the suffixes can be dropped.
Then „  „  _ „  „T7* 71 _ 771 _ I*
1,0 ~ 2,0 " 3,0 ~ 4,0
and S s= S., = = S, = S. - S from the geometry
o 1 2 3 4
therefore,F ( ^  + ^  + + _ ^  ) = e^.s ................ ,...1.(17
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ANALOGUE • NETWORK FOR -THE TOO 'DIMENSIONAL PLATE ' Fig. (14)
PROBLEM*
no oil-flowJ capacitor'tubes,isolated 
from boundary tubes./
capillary
tubes
capacitor 
tubes
T
• constant head oil supply from boundary tube
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Equating ratios of the coefficients of equations ( l6 ) and ( 170 then I :
= S . 1 
“ 6th F ~bi~
so, = ( 6x)2 . F |
6t^ a S i!f : !
1Now P.fcx ts L, where P = the number of space intervals
L =5 the length of one side of the plate ; i
■ !
Four space intervals and central storage were used in the analogue solution, j'i
' ! I
therefore P « 4 ^
Hence, 6th = F ( L2 ) 1_ , |
6tf S a . p2 |j
? : i jl!
Putting L'Va = 1 min. !j
‘ ' ^1'then the time relationship ds found from h T • 1 ; i W\
6t^ = S IS :||
h  ! i i
The test procedure was followed as for the one-dimensional problem# !'
d. Remarks 1
The problem was solved numerically (App.l*3*t>) using four space intervals, j
as was used in the analogue solution. To reduce the truncation error in the [!
■ | p i
/ finite difference approximation to the time differential a graded time interval j
was used. M = 20 for the first fourteen time intervals and M = 10 for the j
' k ^ h  ■ r
remaining calculation, where M *= "p" c ’ [
Fig (15) shows the analogue solution for the temperature history of the four 
points lying on the diagonal of the plate, see Fig. (13)* The temperature 
distribution across the diagonal of the plate at various times is given by Fig. (16),-n - 
the analogue results being compared with the numerical solution. Fig. (17) compares I
the analogue and numerical solutions for the temperature history of the centre point j
^  j : ] j :
pf the plate. j:
In;.
The discrepancy between the numerical and analogue solutions never exceeds |
i 2.5^ and are generally much less. The differences among the four solutions given h
57
by the analogue were again small indicating that errors in the analogue 
components are well distributed and any large errors average out at effectively 
as in the one-dimensional test*
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CHAPTER 1.9
THE HYDRAULIC ANALOGUE SOLUTION TO A THREE-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM
a. The three-dimensional problem solved on the hydraulic analogue was to determine 
transient temperature distributions in a cube of conducting material heated 
symmetrically at two opposing sufaces Fig* (18), the other four faces being held at 
Eero temperature. Because of symmetry only one quarter of the cube need be 
considered;this gives the boundary conditions of, one surface being raised 
instantaneously to a temperature of 1000°F and maintained at that temperature, 
three surfaces are insulated and the two remaining surfaces are held constant at a 
zero temperature Fig. (l8). As in section 1.7*1* and 1.7*2. we put L / 1 min.
The boundary conditions are produced in the analogue by three boundary tubes. 
One boundary tube supplies sixteen capacitor tubes (representing the heated face of 
the cube) with a constant head of oil. The other two are maintained at the zero 
head level and each simulate a zero temperature face of the cube; the remaining 
three boundary tubes are isolated.
b. Derivation of Analogue Time
The cube material is isotropic and the thermal properties independent of 
temperature, therefore,
^ 2e cs2e l bo
o x 2 d y2 <5 a 2 a ^ t
is the equation governing the heat conduction in the cubs.
Frpm section 1./+. the analogue fluid flow 0
relationship at a typical nodal point is
given by
H., + H_ + E, + H, + H_ + H/- - 6H »
f
-*1
Fig. (18)
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Boundary Conditions For The Three- Dimensional
Cube Problem
b e
dn
DIAGONAL, A-B
CENTRE POINT, C
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The finite difference approximation to the heat conduction equation (see 
Appendix 1.3*c.) is given by,
e_ + e_ + e_ + e, + e_ + e, -  6e = 1 ^2 - 1 2 3  4 3 6  o a 6tfa
where the space intervals 6 X = 6 Y = 6 Z + 6 h
For H to represent 0 directly we equate the coefficients of 6Hq and 50q
hence, _ F (5h)^
6t^ S a
where F is the fluid conductance of the reference capillary tube.
Now let P *= where L is the edge dimension of the cube,
mu 6tv - > - 2Then h
6tf S \ a / ^ p2
p
If U / » 1 min, and as four space intervals with central storage was used in the
analogue solution
then ^ h  F , 1
6tf = S 64 ....................... ....................(1 8 )
The time relationship was found from equation ( 18) after calibrating the reference 
tube at the mean oil temperature found during the test.
The test was conducted as for the one-dimensional problem, the temperature 
of the heated surface represented by a 12*1 column of oil. During the five hours 
necessary to complete the test, care was taken to maintain a constant analogue 
oil temperature,
o. Remarks
The three-dimensional cube problem was solved numerically using the 
relaxation method based on the same number of space intervals as used for the 
analogue solution, details of the numerical solution are given in Appendix 1.3*o.
The analogue results are plotted with percentage temperature rise,
6 ~ 6o 2
q “ x 100, against heat flow time based on L / = 1 rain where 0q is the
e~ o
6i>
initial temperature of the cube and the temperature of the heated surface. 
Figures (20) and (21) show the temperature distributions along the diagonal 
and centre line of the cube respectively, see Fig. (l8) at various times. The 
temperature history of the centre point of the cube derived from Fig. (21) is 
shown in Fig. (22).
Good correlation between the analogue and relaxation solution exists, the 
maximum discrepancy being + 2%.
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Fig.(19)
Hydraulic analogue showing the temperature distribution 
in a cube under three-dimensional heat conduction.
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CHAPTER 1.10 69
CONCLUSIONS AND COMMENTS BOR PART 1 WORK
a. For simple three-dimensional heat conduction problems an hydraulic analogue
designed on the basis of a four space interval finite difference approximation has"
been shown to give reliable solutions.
■ r
b. It has been found that errors in the analogue components are well I
distributed and any large errors are quickly averaged out over the surrounding nodal 
points.
c. The accuracy of the analogue solution appears to be more dependent on an j;
accurate determination of the fluid conductance of the reference capillary tube
than on small errors in the analogue components.
d. The semi-dynamic method of calibration was found to be a convenient and
accurate method.
;
e. Commercial capillary tubing was found satisfactory though for very accurate
work all the capillary tubes should be calibrated against a chosen reference tube
■
particularly when short lengths are used.
f. If normal commercial oils are used as analogue fluids care must be taken
that the ambient temperature does not vary by more than two or three degrees 
during the experiment. A large variation in the temperature of the analogue
I
fluid represents a large change in the analogue time scale, this was the largest i
of the constructional errors in the present analogue.
g* A photographic method of recording the changes in fluid levels is
satisfactory, but it does complicate the layout of the analogue by requiring an j
unrestricted view of the capacitor tubes and this introduces additional and ;
unwanted fluid resistance and dynamic effects due to the extensive use of 
flexible piping, (but see h below).
h. Providing a viscous analogue fluid is used the frictional losses associated
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with the flexible piping and the changes in cross-sectional area of oil flow are 
small.
i. The layout of the three dimensional analogue would be greatly simplified and 1
the use of flexible piping almost eliminated if an electrical method of recording j
V  ij
was used, such as the strain gauge system previously mentioned. However, the 
advantages must be considered in relation to the cost of such instrumentation and 
generally would only be warranted if more than 6Zf nodal points were required, 
j. The error in the analogue solution consists of a constructional error and
an error due to the lumping procedure of the finite difference form. It is 
difficult to assess the individual error but some indication may be had by 
comparing the analogue, numerical and analytical solutions for the one-dimensional 
problem. The numerical solution was based on the same number of space intervals
used in the analogue solution and found to agree very well with the analytical 
solution Fig. (12). Therefore, the + 2% error in the analogue solution is very 
largely due to constructional error.
k. The hydraulic analogue is basically a special purpose computer but is never-
the-less very versatile. For instance the hydraulic analogue described here was 
based on a cube network, but by simply altering the length of appropriate 
capillary tubes a rectangular slab of any proportion could be represented. For 
the more complex shapes careful subdivision would be required (particularly if the 
number of nodal points was restricted) and the capillary lengths and capacitor tube 
areas adjusted accordingly. The use of triangular space network is useful for
the more complicated shapes. Thus many geometrical shapes may be represented
using the same basic analogue components. The boundary conditions • are also not h 
restricted to those of prescribed temperature, for instance the introduction of a 
heat transfer coefficient requires only additional capillaries. Boundary 
conditions dependent on temperature or time can be simulated in the analogue
j ;
easily and cheaply.
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APPENDIX TO PART 1
Appendix 1
A.1.1. Finite Difference Approximations of the Heat Conduction Equation
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The conduction of heat in solids where the thermal conductivity is
assumed constant and uniform is described by the equation,
2 1 A © ky d s -  , where a e - is the diffusivity of the conducting
material*
A solution can be initiated by the use of Taylor's Theorem.
©Consider the equation g-£- S 2e
Let 6t^ and 6x be the time and space intervals with m and n the number of 
increments in the time and spqce axes respectively.
i
_ m+l,n
.....|‘ " 1— “ 1 11 
i,n-l m,n m,n+l
^m-l,n
X (space)
Then consider the time axis,
5 . =  ©m+l,n m,n
6t+ 6t ( d3©/ d0v + ! ^  r d2© .1* ' 2  ^ '. ■?
* m,n 2#' dt m,n dt m,n
and © t * ©m-l,n m,n
6tv, ■ 6t2 ,2a i t K
h ( £ - > _ . —  < n ' — 1( H k  „ +.-.(2 0 )
dt ’ 31 dt ’. _ r dt m,n ot1* C«
hence for the first derivative,
from 19) (4r) ** I© t ”l - 6t/  ,2L %dt m,n Ura+l,ii m,nJ ■—  ( d ^  ) - v */vvt _
dt 2&  dt2 m,n 31 dtJ
h .
or ^dt^m,n ^m+l,n ®m, J  - 0 . (Bt^)   (2 1 )
from (20) (fr) = 1© - © 7 1 /ex . n/’A+-  ^ ^dt m,n m,n m-l,ni 6t^ + 0(6t^)   .............. . . . (2 2  )
where 0 (6^ )  represents the order of magnitude of the error due to the 
truncation of the series.
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Now subtracting (l9)from (20)
^dt^m,n ~ j?m+l,n ®m-l,n 3 ■ ^ 26t^ - 0 (6t^ )2   ........(23)
Similarly by applying Taylor's series to the space axis we have
e . e  + 2 2 (|®-) + ( il) + ......*..(2 4 )
m,n+l m,n K  dx m,n 2, ^ 2/ ^  dx3 ■,»
and P P _
e -8 - S2 ( &  ' + iSiL ( <L§) . A .+ .... (s5 ■>
m,n-X n,n u  dx m,n 2f ^ 2  ^  ^  dx3 m?n
adding (j?)f)and (23) we have
(S^l) s — i-r fe . + e . - 26 1 + 0 (6x) 2 (26 ), 2  /c x2 L m,n+l m,n«*l m,n4dx m,n (6x) 7
Finite Difference Approximations to the Heat Conduction Equation
Four common methods used in numerical solutions for approximating the
c)' 0 2©heat conduction equation r—  = a ' " p using finite differences are
o t dx
considered, those of Schmidt, Richardson, Crank and Nicolson and Liebmann.
a* Schmidt's Method
Using (2l)and (26)and substituting in the conduction equation we have,
,2fe  , -  e i  /_. « re  . + e . - 20 1 + o(st + o(6x)'L m+l,n m,n4 6t, = ----- L  m,n+l m,n-l m,n4
h (6x)
 ............... (27 )
b. Richardson's Method
0
Using the more accurate approximation to the time differential 
given by (23Sf together with (26)
((W ,n - Vl,n> V  .2 = ~ S  + V - l  " 29m>nl + °(6x)2 + °(5t)2
h C5x)   (2 8 )
7k
Crnak and Nicolsonfs Method
Replace the conduction equation by a finite difference form at the time 
interval (m + -J) 6t^ ,
0 0 C) 0i.e. using m+l,n - m n for :—  at (m + -J) 5t, and the mean of the
6t, C th 0
> 0
values of equation (26) at m6t, and (m + D^t^ for -■— ^ at
0 x
time = (m + ^ Obt^*
®m+l,n " ®m,n — -— - <{(© n + 0 in -i ) - 2(0 +0 J)
 ------  ~ 2(6x) v mJn~^- ra+l* m»n m+l»n
6t,h
+ (© , + e ,)V .........*............... (29 )m,n+l m+1, n+1 )
This form is useful if there is a variation of the thermal properties as a 
mean value over a region can be used* Equation (29 ) does not give ©m+-^
explicitly, but a set of algebraic equations which can be solved by 
relaxation.
Liebmann1s Method
d. Stubstituting (Zf) and (8) into the heat conduction equation
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<®,» r, ~ Qn, 1 „ /fit + 0(6t) = + Sm r, 1 “ 20m J  + 0(6x)m9n m-Ijii  9xi"*-!• 9xi ^ ^ 2
2
rearranging
1
2 +^n,m ~ ~ . (&x)2' oc.6t.h
2
e . +(© + e _) -o(6t)+o(6x)2m~l,n m,n+l m,n-lOC O h
............... ..........(30 )
A similar equation to (30 ) exists for each of the n points on the space
axis, therefore, to obtain the value of © these must be solvedm.n* |
simultaneously and again relaxation facilitates the process. j
A.1.2 Stability of Finite difference Solutions
When formulating a set of difference equations approximating to various
partial differential equations case must be taken that the resulting !
I
solutions obtained by these methods are stable and accurate. For a finite j
difference method to be useful, errors (round off errors, accidental errors) 
must not grow as time increases and the solution must not oscillate or I
diverge as it is developed.
A method for investigating stability was derived by von Neumann and 
used by O ’Brien, Hyman and Kaplan (1950) who showed that for the case of 
one-dimensional heat flow with constant thermal properties and boundary 
conditions of prescribed temperatures that:-
i. Richardson’s method is always unstable, though instability may not 
emerge in the first few steps of the solution.
ii* Crank and Nicolson’s method is stable under all conditions.
iii. Schmidt’s method is not stable under all conditions.
They also pointed out that ihiplicit finite difference forms such as (11 ) 
more
and (1? ) are/superior from the stability stand-point than the explicit
76forms such as ( 9 )„
a. Price and Slack (1952) derived a method of investigating the
stability of finite difference solutions of the heat conduction equation 
and derived stability conditions for heat conduction,involving variable 
thermal diffusivity and heat transfer by convection at the boundary.
Following the method of Price and Slack to investigate the stability 
of the solution to Schmidt’s equation ( 9  ), assuming that the diffusivity 
of the conducting material is independent of temperature.
From equation ( 9 ) © a6t.m+l,n
(6x)'
(© . + e . -  2© ) + ©m,n+l m,n-l m,n m,n
then © = M(9 + © ■ , ) -  (2M-D ©m „ (3 1 )
where M = a&th = modulus
(6ac)‘
Let A 0  * be the small change in 6 . due to small changes of A ©bH*1#b m+l,n m,n
in the 6 ’s. Then if M is constant, from equation (31) we can derivem,n
an equation relating small changes by taking differentials
^ 0  , « M ( A  6 ^  + &© .) - (2M - 1) A  0M  m+l,n m,n+l m,n-l m,n
amd as M is always positive, then
A © m+l,n M ( 1A  © , I + I A© J ) +| (2M-1)1 ra,n+l I ! m,n~li I m.n
Let £  be the maximum value of I A ©  I m j m*n|
, i.e. p  is the maximum * m
error in any of the © ’s at the time = m&t,nif n xi
then
If
A©.
'm+1
m+l,n
is defined as
- 2M £  +—^ nq, (2M-1) £ m
A©.
then £ m+1 2M £  +^  m
m+l,n 
2M - 1 •m ( 32)
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For a stable solution f-  ^^  f i*e the error at one time interval .'•*' m+1
does not increase at the iiext time interval.
Hence from ( 3 2 ) this requires that 4^ - 1 ^  1, or M -J
The relationship — ^  J is known as the stability criterion.
(&x)
When M = -J, this is the mathematical basis for the Schmidt’s graphical 
method.
b. Liebmann’s method is stable for all values of M, and has the advantage that 
it can be easily solved by the relaxation technique. Liebmann suggested 
that due to the very stable nature of the solution it is possible to use 
relatively large time intervals and hence obtain a solution extending 
over a large period of time in a small number of steps without loss of 
accuracy. However, it is shown in Appendix 1.3*3* that although the 
solution is stable the time interval can only be extended with some loss 
of accuracy.
The stability of the solution to equation (12) was investigated
hy Liebmann in the following manner. An error £  is introduced at the
point n at the time = (m - 1) 6^* and from equation (12) the resulting
errors A  © in the temperatures © are estimated*- m,n ^ m,n
4s the errors 1
*>B a aatia<tf2)k,,n = < 6 & + ^ % n +l + * em,n-l)/(2+G) ........
we have
• where G = « h and £ a fl0 na &t, M ^ m-l,n.h ’
For a first approximation assume that none of the error £  is transmitted
t0 em,n+l or 9m,n-l’ i*6* ^  em,n+l = * em,n-l “ °
111611 A V  = T2^ r   *.............  (%)
7 8
For a second approximation assume that none of the error £ is transmitted
to 9 or 9 , i.e. © _
m*n+2 m,n-2 m,n+2 © = 0 m,n-2
From equation (33) the values of A  0 n and A  © n are calculated*m,n+l m,n-l
Substituting the value of A  © found from the first approximation equationm,n
(34). Then
^ n 1 = (G A  © + A  © + A  © ) / (2+G)m^n-JL m—JL 9 n —-L in ^ 21
and if A ©  i t = 0 m-l,n-l
A  © ->m,n-l
Also
A  ©
G c
(2+G) 2+G
G f  
T2+GJ2 C
_ =* (G A  © + A ©  + A @ .0 *^ TT7Tm,n+l m-1, n+1 m,n m,n+2 2+G
G
Generally A  © = A  ©
J m,n-r m,n+r
(2+G) 2
A ©
. £
m.n
(2+G)3
Substituting these values of A  ©ffl n+-^ and a  ©m aquation (33) we
have a  ©m,n = (G£ + G £
(2+G)'
G £
(2+G)' (2+G)
A  8.m,n 1 + (2+G) 1
G.£
(2+G)
When G is very large (very short time interval 6t^ ) 
21 +
(2+G)'
and G
2 + G 
therefore A  © 0 , i.e. the error remains localised at them,n + r
point n and is transmitted almost unchanged to the next time interval*
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The smaller the value of G (the larger the time interval) the more the 
error becomes distributed over neighbouring points, its maximum value 
decreasing correspondingly.
In the hydraulic analogue there are no numerical errors or round off errors 
and instability due to a finite time interval does not occur, but if a smal 1 
leakage developed an error would be introduced and would be distributed 
over the neighbouring nodal points in a similar fashion, 
c# Effect of Boundary Conditions on Stability
If there exists a heat flux boundary condition it is necessary
that both the stability of the solution to the finite difference
approximation at the boundary and at the interior points of the conducting
material be investigated# Therefore, the values of the time and space
intervals must satisfy both criteria# The boundary condition considered
'O %  / \ / \
in the present work is given by - k ® h (©^ - ©o).#...........(35)
where ©q is the surface temperature of the conducting solid, ©^ the ambient
temperature and h the coefficient of heat transfer. A, simple finite
difference approximation to equation (35) is given by
h (e, -  e  ) = k (e -  &. J /6 xA om o $ ni 1 j m
rearranged, © as (9_ + &6x © )/ (l + h6x )
o,m l,m -—  a “
Taking differentials £ 0 » & 0, I (l + h6x )o,m l,m I —
& © I is always less than I ^ ©-, I and therefore, this o,m' J » l,mlfrom which
equation for the boundary condition (35) never causes instability
8o
APPENDIX 1 .3 NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS
a. Numerical Solution for the One-Dimensional Plate Problem
The plate problem of section 1.7*1 was solved using the following numerical 
method. The plate is subdivided as shown using an end storage arrangement.,
lOOcftr O,.
6 x /
*-♦ a
/
/
V S* 7 ' 7 .'7 ■ r' /•
✓ , /
insulated
The heat conduction equation for this system is
p.c, k
6 X2
assuming thermal properties are constant and uniform
Replacing &  ^ 8 and & 6 by their finite difference form we have
t
p .c . (e © )/6t. * (© + ©m+l,n m,n h ra,n-l m,n+l
* ©
- 2© ) km,n
(6x)'
a 6t, krearranging 6 ^  = _h^_
(6x) * p.c
m,n+l
+ 6th.k
©
p#0*(6x)‘
(6x) p.c, 
) ©m,n
m,n-l
or © _ =M0 ' + M© _ + (1 - 2M)@m+l,n m,n+l m,n-l m,n
where M « modulus k 6t h
(6x)2p.c.
(36)
8l
A similar relationship may be written for every region in the system. The
criterion for stability is M ^  -J-, see Appendix 1.2.a.
Let P.6x a L, where P is an integer, the number of space intervals.
Then M - k6t, P^ h____
c.p. l2
2For generality let L  = 1 min where a is the thermal diffusivity of
a
the material
2therefore M = P 6t, « l66t, . as P * 4
h hf
In order that the solution be stable and the error due to the finite time
interval be small let M = 1/6 then 6t, =* 1
h I5S  min
or 6t^ * 0.625 secs.
Substituting numerical values we have
© n = 1 (0 - ) +  2 0     (37)m+l,n g m,n+l m,n-l — m,n
The above equation was used to determine the transient temperature
distributions in the plate.
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Appendix 1.3 *b Numerical Solution For Ehe Two-Dimensional Plate Problem
Considering the problem of section 1.7*2. we subdivide the plate
as shown.
0 = 1000 F
6x
Y
With X '=* x6X, and Y = ybY, where x and y are integers 1,2,3 
The heat conduction equation governing the heat flow is given by
S 2
b 2 5TTx w y
replacing this equation by its finite difference form we have,
(e . + e _ - 2© ) + -i— A q . + e -20 )
(6X) x~1»y x+1>y x»y m 6^y^2 x,y-l x,y+l x,y m
( © _ - 9 )/6t,
rearranging © _ = M(© _ + 0  , + © + 0 +(l-JfM)0& 5 x,y,m+l x-l,y x+lfy x,y-l x,y+l m x,y,m
(38)
as 6X ss *Y. If 1 /<x'9S’l min. and as 6X » L
I
then M = 16 St,
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For a stable solution M 1
k
A graded time solution was used to reduce the error due to the finite time 
interval.
M a 1 for the first 15 time intervals 
20
i.e. 6t, = 60 = 0.1875 sec#h -— "■■■■
16x20
and M = 1_ for the remaining time 
10
60
i-e- 6th = l5S 0 = °-3?5 sec.
Substituting numerical values we have
® m n — 1 ( 6 -j  ^® ,-1 . Q _ + Q _) + ^  Gx,y,m+l 2q x-l,y x+l,y x,y-0l x,y+l m 5 x,y,m
and
® t 53 1 (© + © _ + 0  _ + ©  ) + 3  0x,y,m+l jg- x-l,y x+l,y xjy-1  x,y+l m ^ x,y,m
The above equations were used to determine the transient temperature
distributions in the plate under two-dimensional heat flow.
8if
Appendix 1.3»c Three-Dimensional Relaxation Process
(i) Effect of varying the time interval
The relaxation method was used for obtaining numerical solutions 
for cases of three-dimensional heat conduction. Due to the complex three- 
dimensional lattice required in solving a three-dimensional problem the 
technique used by D.G.de N Allen (1951) was used. Here the three-dimensional 
cubical lattice is considered as an isometric view which can be drawn in one 
plane. To obtain a suitable finite difference form for the relaxation 
process Liebmann*s method, equation (12) was used to approximate the time
p
differential in the heat conduction equation ^  9 = 1 ^ 9 .
a & t
The advantage of this form is that the resulting solution is
stable for all values of (5h) , thus large values of the time interval 6t,
6t, a h
are practicable and transient solutions found in a relatively few steps. To 
determine what effect the use of large time intervals has on the accuracy of 
the solution a problem was solved using various values of the modulus, and the 
various solutions compared.
A
The problem consisted of determining the transient temperature 
distributions inside a cube of conducting material when one face is suddenly 
heated to a constant temperature of 1000°F and the other five faces are held 
at zero temperature. As the temperature distribution is symmetrical within 
the cube only one quarter of the whole cube need be considered. A lattice of 
L/8 was used as shown in Fig. (23)•
Liebmann*s method may be extended to deal with problems 
governed by the equation for three dimensional heat conduction 2
b 2e + <y^ 9 +^ 2e = i ^ e
^ x 2 ^  y2 &  a2 a ^ *
Consider the above three dimensional nodal point system 
(isometric view) of a uniform cubical lattice which extends
1*
(
X*
t*
K ' * -0
6
• r
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C2.S) Loca tion o f *  I l o c l i a X  Points on a TIiPsg—■
, P.jfoensional Lattice representing a Cube
*000
loop.\ooo
loopI Ooo.O OP.
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throughout the volume of the cube. By using the finite difference
p p p
approximations to 3 6 , & Q , 9 , and using Liebmann's difference form
^x2 ^ y2 ^ z 2
for the time differential (12) we have on substituting in the conduction
equation the relationship,
© . + ©  0 +e _ + e  . + © _ + ©  * - 6© = (6h)2(e -  0 . ),m,l m,2 m,3 m,if m,5 m,6 m,o —rr—  m,o m~l,o ’
h
where the space intervals 6x » 6y = 6z = 6h. This equation can be put
immediately in a form suitable for relaxation,
i.e. R = e!? 6 - ( 6 + G) 0 + G© .    (40)m,o n=l m,n ° m,o m-l,o
where G a (6h) = 1, and R equals the residual at the point 'O’ at the
a&t, M °,mh
time m6t, • The more exact the solution of (LO) the nearer R — 0. h o,m
For the steady state solution M = 0, and hence
6
r = s., 0 - 6eo n=l n o
The computation necessary to reduce the residuals was done by a Ferranti 
Sirius digital computer as a hand solution would present many hours of tedious 
calculations, 
b* Computer Programme
The programme was organised so that the magnitude of the final 
residual at each nodal point throughout the volume of the cube could be 
adjusted. It was then possible to determine the effect of increasing the 
magnitude of this residual on the temperature distribution. A comparison 
of the solutions gained by allowing
3. ts 0.25 a
in the above problem, showed that the solutions were only slightly altered, 
i.e. a change of + 1 in the fourth significant place. By imposing stricter 
conditions on the individual x'esiduals the sum of all the residuals 2R^, is
R_^ j 1, j Ri j ^  0.5, and
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reduced indicating that positive and negative residuals are more evenly- 
distributed. However, to do this prolongs the computer time per solution 
and unless a high degree of accuracy is essential a more rapid solution 
giving reasonable accuracy is satisfactory.
Transient solutions were obtained using the following values
of modulus
a&t. n 1 _
M = 1 M = S’ M = M = M = h
with the condition that the magnitude of each residual should not exceed + 1.
The corresponding time intervals are,
6tl = M(5hf = M.CL*) J L  - 1 - 0.9372 see where l2
a a p2 P2   = 1 m mr a
and L = P6h = 8&h
~ ^ 52 0*2343 sec
24 P
St., = 1  » 0.11715 sec
3 ----p
8 P2
6t/ 85 1 = 0.09372 sec
210 P^
6t_ = 1 - a  0.0?8l sec5 ~ — 2
12 P
Fig. (24) shows the temperature distribution along the centre line of the 
plane distant L/8 from the heated surface at the time of 0.9372 sec. and 
O.469 sec. The temperature scale is in percentage temperature rise.
The discrepancy between the solutions using M = 1 and M « 1/4 is 
of the order 7%. Decreasing the value of M, the solutions converge quite 
rapidly, the discrepancy between solutions using M = 1, 1 , 1 is of the order
5 10 12
0.3^. It was found that the value of increases as M increases in
magnitude, however the value of ER. for the cases M = 1 and M * 1 were
1 4
comparable being 44 and W?+
1Qf-iw
Wr-nj
I- ±II
-H
3-dV^H
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c. Remarks
Although the use of Liebmann*s finite difference approximation 
to the heat conduction equation enables large time intervals to be used 
without instability occurring there is some loss of accuracy particularly 
near the origin of the disturbance.
d. The relaxation solution for the three-dimensional cube problem, section
1.7.3* was based on m eight space interval network, as used in the analogue
solution. The residuals were reduced to + 0.5 and the total sum of the
residuals kept below 2if* i.e. This ensured that the positive
and negative residuals were reasonably distributed through the network. The
value of the modulus M = 1_ was used. The boundary conditions of the
1°
problem and the arrangement of the nodal points on a three-dimensional lattice 
of h = L/8 used in the relaxation solution are shown in Fig. (25).
r-»
it
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APPENDIX 1,4 Analytical Solution to the One-Dimensional Plate Problem
apart,
Consider a solid bounded by two parallel planes distance L 
The surfaces are raised instantaneously to a constant temperature
0 at zero time, e
The equation governing the heat conduction is
b © <*?© = a t— ?
O  xc
9
with 0 = 9 e
© = et
© = o
when x = o,
when x.= L 
when t = o
t > o 
t > o
and
Putting © =5 u + w
where u and w satisfy the following equations
ifu
2>x2
( o ^  x L)
with u = © when x e
and u = © when x » L e
h t b
,. • • (if2) ( o <  x <  L)
with w = o when x = o 
and w =* o when x = L 
and w = -u
From equation (ifl) u =
.2, -ay t . _and w = e s m  y.x
'24--ay tw = e 1 cos yx
' w -  £  B e"*2™2^ 2m=l ra *lf~ sin jnrcx 
L
are solutions of equation (i*2)
When t « o equation (43) reduces to 92
n . mx , c • mx , D mx
w = B^sm ~  2 L~ 3 Sin L"~
and this will equal w = -0 if the Dirichlet's conditions between o and L are 
satisfied and if
L
r
B as \ ( ( - © ) sin dX
ra L \ e L
i
J q
Hence a solution is
2 2-tc atm
_ 2 L2 . irmx \ ^ . ura0 = 9 + 7 -  E. e sin — 7— \ - 0 s m  —=—  dXe L m=l L | e L
2 2 -«k atm
n 20 2? r ^  /n n L m-rtxlthen © - Ck = - e Z i e (1-cos mn) —  s m  -=—• \^  —7- _ urn L j
L m«l
For the centre plane of the plate x = L/2
- K^ oct - Sbi^ at - 23tt^ at
a  a  a  /  1 7  1  L 2  1  2  . * * . . )and 9 - 0  = -  © -£— ( e  Jj — — e + 7 © L
e e k  3 5
**71 2> fk 2  ^r- ^
thene , 4 r 1 " 9,tz 1  - 2 5 n z   )
S = 1 -? ( e “ 3 e 5 ee
= 1 - S (z)       .(44)
where Z = at/^2 
From the data given in section
L^/a = 4 win
hence Z = 7  
4
The numerical values of the series S(Z) published by ingersoll and 
Zobel were used to calculate the temperature history of the mid-plane of the 
plate.
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PART II
9k
APPLICATION OF THE HYDRAULIC ANALOGUE TO PLOW STYSTEMS
CHAPTER 2.1
DESCRIPTION OF PART II WORK
Part II of this thesis demonstrates the usefulness and 
potentialities of the hydraulic analogue in solving the difficult heat transfer 
problems associated with transient flow systems, as might be encountered in the 
design of regenerators.
Regenerators are defined as cyclicly-operating heat transfer 
apparatus permitting the flow of hot and cold gas alternately in opposite 
directions and containing an energy storing mass with a high thermal capacity 
periodically absorbing and discharging energy. In this work a regenerator is 
considered to consist of a single, thick-walled refractory tube within which the 
flow of gas is reversed in direction periodically.
Analytical solutions to regenerator heat transfer problems have 
been obtained using various simplifying assumptions, but for the most part 
numerical techniques have proved more useful. It is proposed here that the 
hydraulic analogue can be a useful means of predicting the performance of a 
regenerator, particularly where varying boundary conditions result in numerical 
calculations being long and complicated.
Part 1 of this thesis described the application of the hydraulic 
analogue to a classical three-dimensional heat conduction problem with the simple 
boundary conditions of prescribed temperature. In part II it is shown that the 
hydraulic analogue is capable of solving problems with more complex boundary 
conditions (such as occur in transient flow systems) and with radial and axial 
heat conduction. The analogue built for Part II experiments was constructed 
using the basic analogue components of the Part I analogue.
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The first hydraulic analogue design considered for the present 
investigation was based on the anlogue used by Juhasz (1957) for investigating 
the performance of recuperators, but this was rejected mainly because of the very 
long experimental time required for a solution. Brief details of this design are 
given in Appendix (2.1).
The disadvantage of investigating the transient responses in the 
regenerator using an hydraulic analogue is the very long test time required for 
a solution due to the large difference in the thermal capacity between the wall 
material and the gas stream. It is suggested that the influence of the thermal 
capacity of the gas stream is negligible in most regenerator systems and could be 
ignored without introducing any appreciable error* Although a design is 
presented which does take into account thermal capacity of the gas stream, to 
overcome the disadvantage of along experimental time a new hydraulic analogue 
design is proposed in which the thermal capacity of the gas stream is ignored#
The accuracy of the finite difference forms used in the analogue 
design is investigated by comparing the analogue and analytical solutions for a 
simple flow system.
The practical problem of determining the temperature history of 
the wall and the gas stream in a refractory tube is solved by actual measurement 
on an existing rig and the results compared with those given by the hydraulic 
analogue.
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CHAPTER 2.2 
THE HYDRAULIC ANALOGUE DESIGN
■ M
A new hydraulic analogue for studying the transient behaviour of 
a regenerator will be described. Consider the heating cycle of a simple 
regenerator system consisting of a single refractory tube where a hot gas stream 
is introduced at the inlet and where the following assumptions are made,
1) Mass flow-rate of the gas is constant
2) The thermal capacity of the gas stream is constant.
3) The thermal conductivity of the gas stream is finite and is constant and 
uniform in the longitudinal direction
if) At any particular station along the tube axis the gas temperature is assumed 
uniform across the section
3) The refractory wall material is isotropic
6) The coefficient of heat transfer is constant at any particular station along 
the tube.
7) Heat transfer from the ends and outer surface of the tube is neglected.
These assumptions are not a necessary restriction on the analogue 
method, they are introduced so that this initial study of the problem of 
simulating the process would not be made unnecessarily complicated.
a. Layout of the Analogue j
i ;
■ r
The layout of the analogue is shown in Fig. (26). The regener­
ator wall is divided into six elements of length, each element of length being 
divided into six equal increments of radius, see fig. (27)* The thermal capacities
of the wall elements is represented by the six groups of six tubes 1' to 6 ’. The
- -  j: ' i
gas stream within the refractory tube is also lumped into six equal elements the j
M': [;
thermal capacities of which are represented by the capacitor tubes 1 to 6. j
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In the analogue to be described the heat transfer phenomena occurihg 
in the gas stream are considered from a stationary point relative to the wall*
In effect we bring the gas stream to rest and consider the heat transfer j j
between an element of stationary gas and the regenerator wall. The change in
enthalpy flow rate across this element is produced by an energy supply from an |
energy source; in the analogue this is simulated by the flow of oil from a 
positive displacement pump where the oil flow is arranged to be proportional 
to the temperature difference across the gas element, see sect.(2.2.e) 
equation (60). The analogue time is proportional to the actual time and is 
continuous, the levels of the oil in the capacitor tubes represent the 
temperatures at various positions through the wall and of the lumped quantity 
of gas stream. The thermal resistance of the conducting material and the 
film heat transfer coefficient are simulated by capillary tubes.
Fig* (26 ) shows the hydraulic analogue arrangement for the heating 
cycle, the same arrangement is used for the cooling cycle, i.e. when cold gas 
is introduced in reverse flow. For this case the gas inlet is from the 
right of Fig. (26) which requires that the inlet boundary tube be disconnected 
from the tube 1 and reconnected to the gas capacitor tube 6’ and the values
i
of the ’new1 first and last boundary resistances adjusted before the cooling 
cycle begins. The pumps will also be used to remove oil from the respective 
gas capacitor tube during the reverse cycle which necessitates the suction 
and delivery lines being reversed.
.
For example, the inlet boundary tube oil level being now at zero head
■
level, the first temperature tube oil level must be maintained at zero head
which requires oil to be removed from the gas capacitor tube. Again, for
the reverse cycle the cold gas may have a different value of thermal capacity
and the gas capacitor tube area would then have to be adjusted. This is 
easily done by inserting cores of the appropriate cross-sectional area into the
99
capacitor tubes. Due to the modifications necessary for the reverse cycle it 
may be necessary to incorporate into the analogue network a valve system to 
prevent oil flow between the tubes whilst the modifications are being made.
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b* Finite Difference Approximation for Radial and Axial Heat Conduction
in Hollow Cylinder
Consider first the finite difference approximations for the radial 
and axial heat conduction in the regenerator wall and the corresponding hydraulic 
analogue arrangement* Fig. (27) shows the lumping system used in the analogue 
design, for convenience end storage is used in the radial direction and central 
storage in the axial direction.
Let R = r.6R, and Z = z.6Z, where r and z are integers
r « 1,2,3i4»5,6
Z  a  1 , 2 , 3 * 4 * 5 i 6
Inside radius of the tube R^ = 2.6R
Outside radius of the tube R == 8.6Ro
Axi-symmetrical heat conduction equation for a homogeneous cylinder with no 
energy generation is,
r~ 1 . ^ 2e
R 3 r
a kw d R'2 ^  <? z2
U5)
where 9 a temperature, t a time, c^ a specific heat,
Pw = density and k^ a thermal conductivity of cylinder material#
Assuming the thermal and physical properties c^ , k^ and to be 
independent of temperature the finite difference form of equation (h5) can be 
written;
radial direction,
fM.--------------------------------------------------------------------------- -
kw 5>20 \ ^  kw r®r+l,z " @r-l,z^ R ( © i - + er l -~20r _)+ u _ _  ' __ --  ----:-------- 2—  + ---  r+l,z r-l,z r,z i
R ' CR o r /  R U  26R (6R) -1
w
r(6R)‘
Qr+1,z _ ©r-ijZ + r*er+l,z + r@r-l,z + 2r©
L  2 ~
r,z
as R a r6R
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LUWIPINfi SCHEME FOR RADIAL AMD A X I A L
HEAT CONDUCTION IN A FOLLOW CXL\NDER.
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k=5  w_
(6 R ):
(£ + r) © . + (r~J)0 . - r© -  r© +4© - J e* r+l,z * r-l,z r,z r,z  ^r,z r,
k = w ( i - —  ) (e -| - e :2r r-l,z r,z(6R r
Axial direction,
R = R _ » R _ 
r,z r,z-l r,z+l
k 3 20 ^  kw — j  -  ( ©
(6Z)
+ ©
2 ' >'r,z+l r,z-l
r+1, z2r
R j
6R 6Z
z+1
r-1, z
2©r
combining equations (Zf6) and (46*a)
c »p 60w w r, z = w
6th (6R)2
(  1 -  ± -0  (e  _2r r-1,z 0 ) - ( 1 + -— -)(© - © ) r,z 2r r,z r+l,z
, k + w
(6Z)‘
( a  ,  -  e  )  -  ( e  -  e  .  >r,z-l r,z r,z r,z+l; (47)
where 6t, is the heat transfer time* h
c. Analogue Fluid flow Equations
Consider a similar arrangement in the hydraulic analogue Fig. (27)# 
The rate of fluid flow into nodal point r,z
6Hr,z * S = F . (H . - H ) - F . (H - H . v— r,z r-l,r r-l,z r,z r,r+l r,z r+l,z)
+ F . (H _ - H ) - F _ (H -H -) z-l,z r,z-l r,z z,z+l r,z r,z+l (48)
10/f
Where 6H^ ^ is the change in the fluid level in capacitertube r,z during the
time interval 6t„ and S is the cross-sectional area of the capacitor tube, f r,z *
H represents head of fluid in the capacitor tube and F the fluid conductance
of the capillaries. For the analogy to exist between fluid flow and heat
flow and for H to represent © directly, ratios of the coefficients of r | z r, z
equations (.47) and (48) must be formed and equated, hence
c p /.. k k
w w/6t w 1 _ 1 w ^ 1  + 1 \
    « — 2 C- 'sj  » — 5 ( 2 r }
Sr,z/6t. (6Rr F (6Rr =- —
f r“ljr r,r+l
53 ^wAbZ)2 = ^w/(^Z)^     (49)
F Fz-l,z z,z+l
from ( W) Fr<r+1 kw/(5R)2< 1 + 4 ? ) (2r + 1)
Fr-l,r " k„^B)2 ( ^  }
Let f be some reference value ofconductance
then F - = (2r- 1) fr-l,r
Fr,r+1 " ( 2r + 1)f
Also from (49)
F_ _ = (&R)2 ^r-l,r substituting for F_ n from (50)z—i, z _ . r-x,r
(50)
(6 Z )2 (1  -  | i )
F
Z —1 j Z  -  -
(6z)2 (i ~  )
= (6 E )2
(6 Z )2
* 2»r•f
Then F „ » F = 2.r.f (6R)     (51)
z-l,z z+l,z -£2—
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Also from (49)
q __ 6t„ c .p (6R)2 F _
rfz 77—  w w ) substituting for F^ ^ r from (50)6t, K ,h w
S = 6tf f c .pw) ,RT*2r,z n —  ( w (6 JR)ot, , — "h k
(2r-l)
(IJIT- ) **2rl = 6t'f (V'Vc&iO^.r.f
I 6t. k w — ~ h w
= constant x r  ........   ...(52)
Let S equaI3 the datum cross-sectional area of the capacitor•tubes where
S — f f c .p \ / CT4N2
TI—  ( w rw) ( 6R) 2fot. —;---h kw
therefore, S = rS ............     (53)r, z
and S = (r + 1)Sr+l,z
and 6t^
"
k
c ^ - )
S  (52)
2.fCw ^w (6R) 2
d# Boundary Approximations
The heat transfer rate at the inside regenerator tube wall is 
approximated by hD (©^ - 0- )
xt. « Z Z XI. ■ ZX X7
where h_ is the film coefficient of heat transfer at the station z6Z, © is 
R., z zx’
the temperature of the gas stream at the point z6Z along the axis of the tube.
©t> is the surface temperature of the tube wall at the section z6Z. 
z
Th«r«fore,hp (6 -0 ) = - k , ^  8 _\ where is the temperature
i* z Ri’z d R  R±9z dH % ’z
gradient in the refractory at the tube surface.
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Now - k / <^ 9 \ may be approximated by k
- < 5 1 % *  -®H.+ «*,»>•
X *  X  ’
therefore, ( 9 - 0  ) k ( 0- - ,tD „)   ,....*(55)R. ,z z R. ,z = w R. ,z R.+oR, z1 1 TTT" 1* 16R
The corresponding fluid flow equation is
(H - fL, ) + ( HL - H e„ ) ............  (56)R.,z z R. ,z R. ,R.+6R k . , z R. + 6R, z x’ i i* x i x
Forming ratios of coefficients of equations (55) and (56) and equating,
FR., z hR. 5R
X *  _  X
F kR. ,R. +6R wx x
e. Gas Stream Approximations
5 Consider now the finite difference approximatiors for the gas
stream and the corresponding analogue arrangement, Fig, (28)
(i) Thermal system
The following partial differential equation (58) describes the
heat balance for the gas flowing through the tube,
UitB? p 0 ^ 6  + 2nR.h_ (6 - 6,, ) = - itH? p c c>6
1 e psdiT 1 i,z z *i>z 1 8 v*g 5t
+ its? k <S2e /.-a-,
1 g T " 2  ...........................(58)z
Where U is the axial velocity of gas stream.
Equation (58) becomes in finite difference form,
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The finite difference approximation for the change in enthalpy term, i.e.
UR. p c © JUUE.p c (9 _ - 9 ) is shown in section 2.5* to be
1 S PS T~“ 1 g pg z—1 z i
d z 6Z
reasonable provided care is taken in choosing the size of the axial element 6Z0
(ii) Analogue System
Consider the analogue network shown in Fig. (28) representing three
elements of the gas stream and the adjacent wall elements* Net rate of fluid
flow into nodal point
6Hz S = F , (H _ - H ) - F (H - H ^ n)• z z-l,z z-1 z z,z+l z z + I
- F  _ ( H - H„ ) + F (H . - H ) .............................. (60)
z,R. z R.,z e z-1 z
The change in enthalpy over an elemental length of gas stream 6Z is approximated
by UR.p c (9 _ - © ) in the thermal equation and by F (H _ - H ) in the
l g pg z-1 z • J e z-1 z
analogue equation where Fe, the fluid conductance of the capillary tube, is
proportional to the capacity rate of the gas stream which is constant. To
obtain the correct oil flow through capillary tube F , the pump is regulated
so that the supply head i.e. head in the temperature tube (Fig. 28) is at all
times equal to the oil level given by the gas capacitor tube at z - 1, that is
H _« Forming ratios of the coefficients of equations (59) and (60) and z—±
equating R.p c 6Z/6t, R.k /6Z R.k /6Z 2hD 6Z UR.p c ....... (6l)
i g vg h « l g = i g = R-i 1 z = i g pg
Sz/6t. F - F _f z-l,z z,z+l %,z
/ k
a ( W  ^ • S
C pw w (6fi)2 2f
(
 ^6R '
S.F . 
Z - 1 ,  z C p vg rg
2f kg
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From (61) 6t„ R.k S k 1 Sz
- 1  a B (_g____)------ ------ -
6th F . R.p c (5Z)2 pgCvg (6Z)2 Fz-l,z 
Z - 1 , Z  1 g vg 0 0  7
but from (5 )^ bt^
6tTh
k
hence S = (—  ---) ( ~i~)z c p wrw
Also from (6l) F _ = *ikg FRj, zZ—.L, z
(6Z) \ , 2 1
Now from (57) F = hB.)S6B ^  + 6R
1      2 /  ±
kw
and from (50) F^ R. + 6R = 5*f » as R. a 26R and R. +6R = 3*&R
K .  ,  1  1  3.
1
on substituting ,.D 0 ,
2_1>2 ~  * 5 f
W
As the thermal conductivity of the gas stream is constant and uniform, then
F „ = F _,=sF = / 6R \ 2.. kg . 5 f  ......................... *(62)z~l,z z,z+l z (— ^ —
w
... .1 ~ fCVRpKi kw (bZ s2 S c 6B v2 g . 5f
and SZ =(r r ^ ) ~  (5 T ) 5 T  C b T } kw w g w
therefore Sz = 5 , CvgPg) g ......................... (63)
2 c p w w
Finally from (6l)
•p UR. p C 
F = 1 S PS F
V 2
1
UR. p C ’^■Tl CT)
F = I S PS V z 5R ,,, ,
2h_ 6Z — t-  5f ........................  .(64)Kt t Z K
I 1 W
2 110_ _ Up c (6R)and since ^  = 26E, Fe = J^pg. _ _  ^   (g5)
w
From the above relationships the sizes of the analogue elements can be 
determined, 
f* Discussion
The analogue described above hser. certain disadvantages arising from the 
large difference in the thermal capacities of the wall material and the gas stream 
Substituting numerical values for air and silica brick in equation (63) we have
s = 1 ( 0.0412 x 0*247) S 
z 2 103 x 0.1&7
- 0.00132*S
Thus for a reasonable area S^ the value of the datum capacitor tube area, S, 
must be large. This increases proportionally the areas of the wall capacitor 
tubes and the total mounting area required for the analogue becomes very large.
The analogue time also increases with S, 230 hrs. on the analogue time scale 
representing 20 minutes actual time being a typical ratio. The experimental 
time may be shortened by using a less viscous analogue fluid, but is always long. 
The long experimental time is a serious handicap as automatic adjustments of 
the pumps for correct oil flow may be difficult hence the operator must be 
present throughout. There is, however, no need for the experiment to run 
continuously; if stop-cocks are incorporated in the analogue network to prevent 
oil flow, the experiment can be carried out in a series of short runs.
The general analogue described above reduces to a simpler form if certain 
simplifying assumptions are made. Firstly^ if the thermal capacity of the gas 
stream is small and is neglected then there is no restriction on the size of the 
wall capacitor tubes and hence the long experimental time necessary when taking 
this factor into account can be reduced to a more convenient period. However,
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it is necessary to have some means for determining the difference in head of oil 
across the gas element in order that the pump can be adjusted to give the 
correct flow. This can be done by replacing the gas capacitor tubes by very 
small bore temperature tubes of negligible cross-sectional area compared with 
the total area of the wall tubes, (see section 2*3)» to record the oil level at 
the appropriate locations. This does introduce a small error as in fact we are 
still assigning a thermal capacity value to the element of the fluid stream* 
Secondly if longitudinal conduction in the wall and in the gas stream is small, 
relative to the radial heat conduction and the enthalpy change term these 
conduction terms may be neglected. This assumption greatly simplifies the 
analogue construction as it requires only one group of elements of the gas 
stream and wall to be represented. The analogue solution being obtained in 
steps, the number of steps depending on the number of axial elements chosen in 
the finite difference approximation to the problem. Thus the number of 
capacitor tubes representing radial elements of the wall can be increased, 
either for the accuracy of lumping to be improved or in order that the thermal 
capacity of the gas stream can be taken into account without producing an 
analogue of impracticable proportions. Smaller elements in the axial direction 
can be accommodated without any additional analogue components which reduces 
constructional errors. Also, as the total number of capillary tubes is very 
much smaller than in the case of a complete analogue network; it is a 
reasonable task to calibrate all of them.
If both the thermal capacity of the gas stream and longitudinal 
conduction is neglected, there is no need to introduce a small bore temperature 
tube to determine the gas temperature of an element of the gas stream. This 
can be calculated after the test from the known temperature history at the
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beginning of the gas element, i.e. given at the previous step, and that of
the first wall element found during the test, see section 2*3* e*
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CHAPTER 2.3
APPLICATION OF THE HYDRAULIC ANALOGUE TO A SIMPLE FLUID FLOW SYSTEM
To investigate the accuracy of the finite difference approximations made 
in the hydraulic analogue design the following problem is solved by the 
hydraulic analogue and the solution compared with analytical and numerical 
solutions*
a. Statement of Problem
A thin-walled long tube, insulated externally, has initially a uniform 
temperature distribution along its length. A stream of air is introduced, at 
a given constant mass flow rate and temperature. The temperature history of 
the air and of the tube material is to be calculated.
This problem was solved by Dussinbere (195A) using a numerical method 
and also by Rizika (195A)j who obtained an analytical solution.
(i) Assumptions
1) The tube material is isotropic; the density and specific heat are constant.
2) The thermal conductivity of the tube material is zero in the axial
direction and infinite in the radial direction.
3) The film coefficient of heat transfer between the air and the tube wall is 
uniform and constant.
k) Axial conduction in the air negligible.
3) The specific heat at constant pressure for the air is constant.
6) Thermal capacity of air is negligible.
(ii) Data
Initial temperature of the tube 80°F 
At i5#i*o time a stream of air is introduced at - 100°F, 
at a mass flow rate of 10 lb/sec.
Outside radius rQ .............. ........0.833 ft
Inside radius r^ «».........     .0.792 ft
Weight per foot W ................ . 10i* lb/ft
Specific heat of steel  ............ 0.107 Btu/lb°F
Film coefficient of heat transfer  .......  8.03 Btu/hr.ft°F
Specific heat of air at constant pressure •• 0.2i+ Btu/lb°F
For convenience the air inlet temperature is considered to be l80°F and the
initial wall temperature to be zero#
b. Finite Difference Forms
The tube is divided into elements of length 63 and the thermal
capacity of each element is assumed concentrated at the end of the element
(end storage). The air stream is similarly divided into elements of lengths
6Z and the temperatures recorded at the ends of the elements, see Fig (29)«
Then at any time the heat flow across the tube boundary of a typical element
may be approximated by
2n r 6Z h (8 - )
i z R±fz
where © is the air temperature at distance z6Z from the inlet, h the film heat 
z
transfer coefficient over the element of the tube and ©^ the wall temperature
i,Z
at a distance z6Z from the inlet#
Rate of energy stored in the element of the tube
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J L_l
a
2 2where H = 2tct. 655i and W = x (r » r.) 6Z p c i o i rw w
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Since the thermal capacity of and heat conduction through the air is neglected,
then at every instant of time the change in enthalpy over any section is equal
to the heat transferred to that section
i.e. 4 x c (© _ - © )=H (9 - 0 )a pa z-1 z z
so V (0 . — 9 ) = H (© - © ) » W r. ,z ,rnsz-1 z z r.,z      .*(67)
h
where V - ft c the capacity rate of the air stream, a pa
c* Analogue Set-up
Consider an equivalent arrangement in the hydraulic analogue shown in 
Fig. (29)» at any particular time net flow rate into capacitor tube r^,z
fSTT q
F (H , - H ) = F (H - H ) =  r., z r., z //-one z-1  z r.,z z r.,z 1 7 ....................(60;3 » n »    -
1 6tf
ignoring the small fluid capacity of the small bore temperature tube.
Where F and F are fluid conductances of capillary tubes and S is thee r.. z r., z1 7 1
cross-sectional area of the capacitor tube. Equating ratios of coefficients 
of equation (6?)'and (68) then,
Fe F S , .
T  = " ri’ f ........ .......................(69)
W/6th
The film heat transfer coefficient is constant,therefore,
F = F , = F, and S _ « S = S, as the elements of wall are of 
r±,z ri#z+l . * r ^ z -1  r±,z
equal size*
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Therefore, from equation (69)
6tf H.S..................... ......... .................... *.(70)
6t, “ W.Fh
and F = V F  ..(71)
e H
Thus we have represented the lumped thermal system by replacing the
thermal capacity of the wall element by a capacitor tube of cross-sectional area
S, and the thermal resistance of the boundary layer by the fluid resistance of a
capillary tube F. The change in enthalpy across an element of air stream z-1
to z is simulated in the analogue by the flow of oil through a capillary tube of
conductance Fg, proportional to the capacity rate of the air stream, under a
head difference of (H _ - H ), where H - and H represent the air streamz-1 z ’ z-1 z r
temperatures at stations z - 1  and z respectively. The correct oil level in
the boundary tube, is obtained by regulating the flow of oil from the
positive displacement pump shown in Fig. (if8) and described in Appendix 2*4.
d. Analogue Data
The analogue components used in Part I work were used in all P,art II tests,
® ~ 71 »i ^  area of the wall capacitor tube
% U  ; »
F « the fluid conductance of a 6fl length of capillary tube 1/8M o/d and 
19 s.w.g. wall, chosen to give a convenient experimental time.
The temperature histories of the wall and air were found at intervals of 
50 ft., hence 6Z = 50 ft.
and V a the capacity rate of the air stream 
= 10 x 0.22f x 3600 a 8,500 Btu/hr°F 
H = rate of heat transfer per element of inside wall surface 
= 8 .03 x 2n x 0.792 x 50 « 2000 Btu/hr°F
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W a thermal capcity of wall element
a 10if x 0.107 X 50 a 556 Btu/°F
From equation (46) F a V F
e H
a 4.325 F
as F a l/R and F al/p where B and R are the fluid resistances of capillary
e e e
tubes.
then R F where L and L are lengths of capillary tubes
-' s e = 4*325 * L e
Ee F Le
therefore L a L a 6 a 1.39 ins.
e 4.325 4-325
Tellus 27 oil was used as the analogue fluid and F determined by the semi-
2dynamic method of calibration, giving F a 0.000316 in /sec 
From equation (70) the analogue time was determined, thus,
6tf H.S 2000 0.786_______
6t. = W F 556“ X 0.00031^ x 3600h
= 2.49
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e* Procedure
The temperature histories of the air and wall at 50 ft., 100 ft., and
150 ft. stations were found in three steps. For the first 50 ft. interval the
analogue set-up was as shown in Fig. (29) where the head H _ represents the
z~-L
constant temperature at inlet and is held constant by adjusting the oil flow
from the pump. At the start of the test all tubes had a small zero head and
the stop-cock was in the off position. The pump was switched on and the head
in the boundary tube brought to the required level, when the stop-cock was
opened and the test begun. At suitable times the oil levels were measured
using a scale graduated in 0.05*!. A graph was drawn of the relationship
between H , the oil level in the temperature tube representing the air 
z
temperature at the end of the element, and the analogue time which was then used 
to programme the oil level in the boundary tube for the second element solution. 
This required that the oil flow froiji the pump be continually adjusted in order 
that the oil level in the boundary tube followed the previously found Hversus 
analogue-time relationship. From the results of the second test the required 
H-analogue time relationship was used in a similar manner for the third element. 
The temperature histories at the first 50 ft. interval were also found without 
the temperature tube being used, the temperature at station z, normally given by 
the temperature tube, was calculated from the inlet and wall temperatures using 
the analogue flow equations 0+3) i.e.
(72)
F + F
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f, Remarks
The analogue results are compared with those found analytically.by Rizika, 
in Fig. (30) the error is within + 2$ of the temperature range. From a 
comparison of the two solutions the following comments can be made;
1) The lumping procedure used in the finite difference approximation - i.e.
end storage arrangement, is reasonably accurate.
2) Solutions obtained in steps, i.e., using the first step results to programme 
the boundary conditions for the second step etc. are not found to be unduly 
effected by a build up of experimental errors as might be expected.
3) The use of a small bore temperature tube does introduce an error but is in
the range of 2^.
Zf) Programming the boundary tube oil level using a positive displacement pump 
was successful.
5) The temperature histories of the wall and air stream obtained for the first 
50 ft. section without the use of a temperature tube showed a starting error of 
2$ in the air temperatures, see Fig. (30) (this error is discussed in section 
2.3f e) The wall temperatures were hardly changed, 
g* Discussion
The accuracy of the lumping scheme used in the analogue design was further 
investigated by comparing two numerical solutions. The first numerical 
solution was based on the finite difference approximations used in the analogue 
design and is shown in Fig. (31)* The second numerical solution was based on 
an alternative lumping scheme where the arithmetic mean of the temperatures at 
the beginning and end of the gas stream element is used to estimate the heat 
transfer to the tube wall, a more accurate approximation. Also central storage
for the wall elements is used, the solution is shown in Fig. (31)* Details of
these numerical solutions are given in Appendix 2*3*
It would be expected that as the alternative lumping scheme is a more 
accurate approximation to the heat transfer from the air stream it would yield 
a more accurate solution than the analogue lumping scheme. But comparing the 
two solutions Fig. (31) this is shown not to be so, both solutions converge to 
the analytical solution in a similar manner.
Increasing the length of the element of the pipe in the analogue lumping 
scheme does not increase the error appreciably* This is shown in Fig. (32) 
where the numerical solution based on the analogue lumping scheme and a 100 ft* 
element of pipe is compared with the analytical solution for a section 100 ft. 
from the inlet.
For a numerical solution the size of the axial element of pipe is not 
critical providing temperature changes soon after the start are not important 
and an overall accuracy of 2$ is acceptable. However, the length of the 
element, or more accurately the value of the ratio H, does affect the starting
error in the analogue solution. The temperature distribution in the air stream 
at zero time when the wall temperature is uniform for the above problem, can be 
calculated using the following.
For a constant and uniform zero wall temperature, 
d©V -r- = - h A (© ~ 0) where A is the perimeter of the inside
dz p p
Ja
surface of the pipe and the change in temperature of the air stream in the
axial direction.
HeneA Q T<
V
where L - ^0 ft. the element of the pipe
used in the analogue solution.
-H
V
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therefore, ©2 = 0^e since h. A *L = Ho 
P
Substituting numerical values
e2 » 0.793^
The analogue solution would be
V (0^ - ©2) « H (@2 - 0) from equation (if2)
H+V
substituting numerical values
®2 = °*812 ®1
Thus the analogue would predict a value of 0 ,'-l#83# greater than the actual
value and this error would tend to increase as we progress to downstream 
positions. This starting error does disappear as the solution is developed.
To reduce this error the size of the axial element must be reduced, for instance
if a 25 ft* element were considered the starting error for the first 25 ft.
section is:-
©2 a 0.8908 calculated
and ©^ » O .896 ©^ analogue
The starting error would be reduced to 0.52$.
Hence the starting error reduces to zero as
V
This starting error would also be present at the beginning of the reversal cycle 
i.e. when cold air is introduced into the pipe.
-H
V
tends to Ve
V + H
i.e. as H 0
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CHAPTER 2. A
APPLICATION OF THE HYDRAULIC ANALOGUE TO AN ACTUAL GAS FLOW SYSTEM
This chapter compares the hydraulic analogue solution of the heating 
cycle af a gas flow^/refractory tube system with the transient temperature 
distributions in the refractory material and gas stream obtained by direct 
measurement on a 10 ft. long hollow refractory tube.
1. Direct Experimentation
Using thermocouples the temperature history of the tube wall and the gas 
stream were found for an axial distance of 3 It. from the inlet of the 
refractory tube. The experimentation is described below,
a. Description of Rig.
(i) Experimental Rig
The layout of the experimental rig is shown in Fig. (33) and consists 
basically of a combustion chamber and a thick-called refractory tube of uniform 
circular section. The combustion chamber consists of a tunnel burner housed 
in a rectangular block of silica bricks. The refractory pipe is fabricated 
from ten I'1 i/d x A11 o/d x 1*0*• long sections of refractory tube, bonded 
together with Py-ruma cement.
(ii) Instrumentation
a
Town gas was used as a fuel, being metered through/dry type gas meter 
having an accuracy of + 0.2 cubic feet. A non-return valve is fitted in the gas 
supply line and the gas pressure and temperature recorded by a water manometer 
and a mercury-in-gkosthermometer. The air supply passes through a reducing 
valve and is metered through a rotameter after which it enters the burner.
Chromel-alumel thermocouples were used to measure the temperatures in the
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refractory and the gas stream and these were recorded by a 24 point recorder* 
At intervals of two feet along the tube, four thermocouple hot junctions, 
arranged radially as shown in Fig* (36), were layed on the refractory between 
sections and fixed with copper cement. The thermocouples measuring the gas 
stream temperatures were placed along the axis of the refractory tube as shown 
in Fig, (34) and were shielded by recrystallised alumina tubes, Fig. (35)» to
reduce the radiation error. The cold junction of the thermocouples was
maintained at a temperature of 32°F.
The inlet temperature history of the gas stream (see Fig. 37) was 
measured by a suction pyrometer, a small hole bored at the base of the 
refractory tube permitted the pyrometer tube to project into the gas stream*
The enthalpy values of the gas stream at various temperatures for the
particular air-fuel ratio used, and values for the thermal conductivity of the 
refractory material were taken from some previous tests done in the department, 
on the existing rig.
b. Thermal Properties of the Refractory and Gas Stream
(i) Refractory
Mean specific heat c^ = 0.23 Btu/lb°F
Thermal conductivity = 0.67 Btu/ft.hr.°F
Density p = 2gm » 2 x 16.39 12 x 144
c.c.
= 125 lb/ft3
(ii) Gas Stream
Air fuel ratio A/F = 1*25
Mass velocity G = 34-50 lb/ft^.hr
Reynolds Number R = GD
6 V
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B (ave) = 3450 1
e ' 8 O.O51S4 12
= 2^50
AhSpecific heat at constant pressure c^ « ^
ENTHALPY TEMPERATURE
Btu/lb °F
8? ifOO
120 500
12+0 600
170 700
200 800
230 900
260 1,Q00
290 1,100
320 1,200
350 1,300
380 1,2+00
415 1,500
2+2+2 1,600
W75 1,700
503 1,800
555 1,900
575 2,000
From a plot of the enthalpy values against temperature the mean values of the 
specific heat at constant pressure was found, c^ « 0*302+6 Btu/lb°F
A series of tests was made on the refractory tube from which the transient 
temperature distributions in the wall and the gas stream were obtained and these 
were used for comparison with the analogue results; this is done graphically in 
Figs. (39) to (if5) •
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2.if#2 HYDRAULIC ANALOGUE DATA
In the analogue solution it is assumed that the thermal capacity and 
axial conduction of the gas stream is small and may be neglected. The lumping 
procedure of section 2.2 is used where the refractory tube is divided into eight 
radial elements and ten elements in the axial direction, only the first 3 ft# are 
considered. The layout of the analogue is shown in fig. (38). 
a* Length of Capillaries (Internal Network)
From 2.2.c equation (25)
Fr-l,r=
Fr,r+1 = (2r + 15 f
F2,3 = 5f’ *3,4 = 7t' *4,5 = 9f’ *5,6 = llf
F6,7 = 13f> F7,8 “ 15f‘
Now _ 5
F3,4 = B2,3 " L2,3 " 9
If F _ is equal to the fluid conductance of a If’1 length of capillary tube
2,5
1/8*' o/d, 26 s.w.g. wall ( a convenient choice)
Then L- = I f.11
2,3
L3,4 = | x 4 = 2.857"
\ , 5  “ | x 4 = 2.223"
L
5,6 = if x 4 = 1*817"
L6,7 = :r|x4 = 1.538"15
L7,8 = - 5 x 4  = 1.33"
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If longitudinal conduction in the refractory wall is to taken into account
Then F = F = , 6H ^  _ _ - ,z+l,z z,z-l ( rs—) 2 r. f ..... from ( 26(Oil
where 6R = 2 = 1 ' 1 and 6Z = 10 x 12 = 121
5 5 —
Consider the station r = 3
Then F _ - ,1 v2 2 x 3 x f
z*z~1 <]£>
and L « 5 , .z,z-l............. . x if ms,
(1A8)2 x 6
L = 7680 ins. of capillaryz, z —j.
This length of capillary is obviously impracticable and if longitudinal
conduction is to be taken into account smaller bore capillary tubes must be used*
However, as such a length of capillary tube is necessary it is reasonable to
assume that the longitudinal conduction will have only a small effect on the
problem considered and is therefore, ignored.
k* Wall capacitor tubes
The wall section is divided into six equal increments of radius,
i,e. 6R = 1A 11, and, therefore, the areas of the segments increase proportionally
to the increase in radius. Thus the cross-sectional area of the capacitor
tubes must vary in a proportional manner. The areas of the 1M i/d capacitor
tubes were adjust by suspending suitably sized cores down the centres of the tubes
From section 2.2. c equation (28)
S a r x S 
r*z
The largest diameter capacitor tube being 1*' i/d then
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Hence
sr r x S cross-sectional 
area (ins)
core dia. 
(ins)
S3 3 x S 0.2946 0.79
A
4 X  S 0.3928 0.707
s
5
5 x S O.49IO 0.612
S6
6 x S 0.5892 0.5
S7 7 x S O .684 0.353
% 8 x S 0.7854 1
0 .0
The cores were machined from mild steel and suspended from the top of the 
capacitor tubes.
c* Boundary Capillaries 
Inside Surface
from 2.2.d equation (32)
Fu K  5R
TP lr
R,,R. +6R wi’ 1
WhereFR.,E. + 6R = F2,3 =5f 1 1  ’
therefore F„ . = hc „ x (lA8) (1/0.67). 5f
i’ Bi,2
From the results of the practical experiment a mean value of h for all points
on the inside surface has been obtained, see Appendix 2.2.a. 
hm = 7*15 Btu/ft.hr.°F
therefore F ' F_ ' ,R. ,z ss R. z+1 = etc.i’ i,
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and F 7*1$ x 5 x f 
48 x 0.67
also L
7.15 x 5
Outside surface
From Appendix 2.2.b the heattransfer coefficient 
hQ a 3.2Btu/hr. ft*°F
?Therefore, F„ = 3.2 x 15 f * 1.493 fK )Z ‘ ' r"
° 48 x 0 .67
and Lp * 4 x 3  * 13*4 ins.
Xl j Z
0 1.493
The heat transfer from the ends of the refractory tube is
From 2.2.e equation (46)
F - V F_
© Tr K. »z»H 1
and from the experimental data
now
G = 3450 lb/ft^hr mass velocity
c = 0.3046 Btu/lb°F an average value 
P
V = & c
P
= G.A. c where A is the flow area 
P
Therefore
V = 5.73 Btu-/hr°F
h 6R.5f
kw
where A is the inside surface area of 
p
one foot section of refractory tube.
hence substituting
F 3.4*
and L = 5 x 4 » 5.88 ins.
e 3.4
Analogue Time
From 2.2.c equation (29)
6t.
r k 
(
h
w
c p pw. w
)
1
T65JS
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2f
The value of the fluid conductance f was found by calibrating a randomly selected
capillary tube in the analogue network. The calibration was carried out as for 
Part I experiments using the semi-dynamic head method* Tellus 27 oil was used as 
the analogue fluid as this gas a reasonable experimental time, in the region of 
three to four hours.
As both the longitudinal conduction in the gas stream and the refractory 
wall were neglected this enabled the analogue solution to be found by a series 
of steps, the same method as used in section 2*5 * ‘Eh© inlet temperature history 
of the gas stream found by direct measurement Fig. (57) had to be Converted to 
the analogue scales, i.e. the temperature converted to head of oil and the heat 
flow time to analogue time, in order to programme the boundary temperature tube 
for the first step solution. The small bore temperature tube was not used, the 
gas stream temperatues being calculated after each step using the analogue flow 
equations (see section 2*5»©)* Ehe test was conducted as for the problem of 
section 2*5*; the programming of the boundary temperature tube for each step 
being accomplished by drawing a graph of the preceeding gas stream temperature 
history using analogue scales, i.e. H and analogue time.
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The transient temperature distributions through the refractory tube
wall and in the gas stream are compared with the experimental distributions at
stations 1 ft* and 3 ft* from the inlet, see Figs* (39)ta (A5). For convenience
the temperature scale is plotted in a non-dimensional form of percentage
temperature rise, i.e. 8 - 8  x 100 where 8 » 70°F the ambient temperatureo o
8 - 8e o
and 6 = 1A70°F the maximum gas stream inlet temperature reached in 35 min*e
heating time.
2.if.3- DISCUSSION
Comparing the analogue and experimental temperature distributions at 
various positions along the tube Figs. (39) to (A5), there was a maximum error of 
+ 6% of the temperature range* Considering the simplifying assumptions made and 
the possible error in the thermal properties used and in the direct method of 
measuring the temperatures, this error is very reasonable.
One of the chief sources of error in the analogue solution is in the 
assumption of an average value of the heat transfer coefficient. The actual 
value of h, calculated from the direct measurement of temperatures, is seen from 
Fig* (Zf7) to change rapidly at the start of the heating cycle which is consistant 
with the error found between experimental and analogue results for the temperature 
distribution in the wall. At the start when the assumed average value of h is 
greater than the actual, the wall temperatures given by the analogue are higher 
than those given by direct measurement. As time increases, h increases and the 
analogue solution approaches that given by direct measurement.
The + "gfo error in the analogue solution of section 2*3* was a 
combination of constructional error in the analogue components and the lumping
error in the finite difference approximation. If this same error is present' in 'the 
above solution, then the additional + 1$ error
is due to other factors, the largest being the variation in the heat transfer 
coefficient.
CHAPTER 2*5
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CONCLUSIONS AND COMMENTS, FOR PART II WORK
The purpose of this part of the investigation was to show the potential- 
ities of the hydraulic analogue for predicting the transient temperature responses 
in a regenerator system. It has been shown that when the thermal capacity of the j
I
gas stream is neglected the hydraulic analogue is a very practical proposition for
this type of investigation, having the great advantage of giving solutions quickly i -
and accurately at a very nominal cost#
The constructional error plus the error due to the finite difference 
approximations used in the analogue design have been estimated as + 2% of the 
temperature range. This error may be reduced by dividing the axial length of 1
the regenerator into smaller elements. Although, only the heating cycle was 
considered in the present investigation, this error should not increase for the ■: i
cooling cycle# ;
: •  f
If the hydraulic analogue is required to predict the temperature responses 
in an actual regenerator system then an accurate knowledge of the inlet conditions [
and the thermal properties of the system must be obtained. From considerations j
of the practical problem solved here, the use of variable fluid resistor to |
simulate the variation in the film heat transfer coefficient would be necessary, j
particularly at stations near the inlet#
'
If both the thermal capacity of the gas stream and longitudinal 
conduction is neglected the solutions should still give working predictions of the 
actual conditions. Using these simplications in the present work the analogue 
gave temperature distributions to within + 6% of those given by direct 
measurement and this error could have been further reduced if provisions had been 
made for a variation in the heat transfer coefficient#
APPENDIX TO PART II
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Appendix 2.1 The Juhasz Hydraulic Analogue
The analogue of Juhasz (1957) which he designed to investigate 
the temperature responses in heat exchangers was considered for use in regenerator 
problems. For simplicity in description a very simplified regenerator is 
considered.
Layout
The layout of the analogue is shown schematically in Fig.(if6). The
regenerator is divided into six elements of length, the thermal capacity of the
lumpad wall section being represented by the six capacitor tubes lf to 6*. The 
gas stream is also lumped into six equal elements, the thermal capacity being 
represented by tubes 1 to 6.
Operation of Analogue
The analogue is operated in the following manner; - at the start 
the capacitor tubes all have a zero head, representing an initial uniform 
temperature distribution in the wall and gas stream. Capacitor tube 1, is filled
with a predetermined quantity of oil to a certain level and represents the known 
energy and temperature of the element of gas stream entering the system. This 
tube is connected via, the rotary valve to the wall tube 1* for a certain time 
interval, after which it is disconnected and connected to the wall tube 2* whilst 
a new tube enters the system and is connected to the first wall capacitor tube.
The switching of capacitor tubes is performed by turning the rotary valve. Thus 
we have simulated the movement of the gas stream through one element of the tube. 
The operations arecontinued in a similar manner, ensuring that the entering gas 
capacitor tube is filled to the correct level. To represent the reversal of the 
gas stream, when cold gas is introduced into the regenerator, the rotary valve is 
turned in the opposite direction thus bringing capacitor tubes with the desired
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oil level into the system in the reversed sequence. ;|
Discussion
The difference between this analogue and that described in text, is in
the method of simulating the enthalpy change. Here the enthalpy change is j
A
simulated by the rotary valve which moves the gas capacitor tubes down stream L
relative to the wall capacitor tubes. In effect the analogue divides the solution 
of the problem into two parts, the transient heat transfer between a stationary 
gas and the regenerator wall, and the movement of the gas along the tube under 
adiabatic conditions where any change in temperature is due to the enthalpy flow.
In regenerator systems where the gas velocities are high, 50 ft/sec to 100 ft/sec., : 
the analogue time must be sufficiently long in order that the intervals of 
rotating the rotary valve, representing the flow of gas, are of reasonable length. |i
This leads to a very long experimental time. Also, in the above analogue it is 
not possible to make the simplifying assumption that the thermal capacity of the 
gas stream is negligible.
APPENDIX 2.2
Heat transfer Coefficients
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If a useful comparison is to be made between an. analogue solution and |
experimental results an accurate knowledge of the thermal properties ;M
governing the heat transfer phenomena in the prototype is essential. An 
hydraulic analogue; like any other type of computer, will only give accurate
:j
solutions if the correct information is fed in. y
Before an analogue solution to the problem of section 2. if can be
.
attempted the value of the heat transfer coefficients at different positions
along the refractory tube surfaces must be known and also whether these
.
values remain reasonably constant*
(a) Mean Heat Transfer Coefficient at Inside Surface
The calculation for the mean heat transfer coefficients for the inside
boundary surface have been based on the direct measurement of the temperatures
in the refractory and gas stream and were carried out in the following manner,
in steady flow conditions* j
fy = 5i(h - h-) Btu/hr 
o -1*
where = heat transfer rate to refractory per 1 ft. length [
ra as mass flow of gas stream lb/hr j
}\
h as enthalpy of gas stream at a particular station along the tube 
o |
axis, Btu/lb
h^ « enthalpy of the gas stream after a section of 1 ft., Btu/lb j
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The mean film heat transfer coefficient is calculated from the 
enthalpy drop over the unit length of the refractory pipe.
Q» = U h  - h.) » h A(© - 6 )o 1 m g s
where h = mean heat transfer coefficient. Btu/hr.ft*%°Fm
p
A sj surface area, ft
8 « mean temperature of the gas stream over the section considered
9g ss mean inside surface temperature of the refractory tube over the
section considered
hence h = 3i(h - hn)m o 1
A(© - 8 )
g s
The variation of the mean heat transfer coefficient for sections 
1 ft, 2 ft, and 3 ft from the inlet of the refractory tube with time is 
shown in fig. (47)* This variation is due to the large change that occurs 
in the average boundary layer temperature.
An average constant value of h^ « 7*15 Btu/hr.ft^,°F is taken as
representing the value of the heat transfer coefficient over the first three
foot section of refractory tube and this value used in the hydraulic analogue 
design.
b* Mean heat Transfer Coefficient at outside Surface
From the direct measurement of the refractory tube and ambient 
temperatures during the test, the following were found
Maximum temperature variation over the outer surface of the first 3 ft of the 
tube
80 F ------200°F
therefore the average surface temperature = 280 * l£fO°F
p
Ambient temperature 70 F
Mean Boundary film temperature = 140 + 70 = 210 = 105°F 
Therefore = 100°F (say) 2
v a BJ a t i .o m  or: t h e ;.|t\b a h .h s a t .Tb a h s f s .-r
F|Q.(V7)EFFICIENT WlTtt. HEKTm(aTl
A T  VARIOUS S ALo
Fh a C
-HP
• i•*(•■ j
W U E T
1
x:
r :x
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Thermal properties of air evaluated at the average film temperature ©^
p, = O.O462 lb/ft.hr 
k = O.OI54 Btu/ft.hr.°F 
p = 0.071 lb/ft3 
cp = 0.241 Btu/lb°F
3 -' 1 -  1
6f 550-
Difference between average surface temperature and ambient temperature
& e  » 140 - 70 = 70°F
L * 5 ft
Convection Coefficient
3 2Grashof Number = G^ » L f3.g.^  ©p
~2
53 33x 1 x 32.2 x 3600 x 70 x 0.071 
560 (0.0462)2 
= 4.66 x 1010
Prandtl Number = P = ( ^Cp )
k
P = 0*462 x 0.241 
r 0.0154
a' 0.724
0 #P = 3 .38 x 1010
I
Using N » 0.13 (G #P )3, see M. Fishenden and O.A. Saunders (1957) 
u r r
« 2.16 Btu/ft2hr°F '
3
where N » Nusselt Number = hL u
1
therefore h = 0.13 (0*338 x 10)3c
viscosity
Thermal conductivity 
density
specific heat at constant pressure 
coefficient of cubical expansion
Radiation Coefficient
Assuming the outer surface of the refractory tube to be a grey body •' 
of emissivity EL^ and absolute temperature of -6^ radiating into black 
surroundings at an absolute temperature of
Then qr =<S E1 (81 - 8 ^
where = rate of heat transferred, and 9^ the average surface temperature of 
the wall surface
Emissivity of silica brick « O .84 , S.T. Hsu (1963)
mtPi O
Stefan-Boltzmann constant = 0*1714 x 10 Btu/ft* hr R 
Therefore a 0*1714 x 10 ^ x O .84 (600^ - 530**) 
a 73 Btu/ft2*hr 
The mean radiation heat coefficient
h = %  = 22
ei - e2 70
1.04 Btu/ft.hrcF
Combined heat transfer coefficient
h * h + h = 2.16 + I .04r c 
a 3.2 Btu/hr*ft*°F
l6o
APPENDIX 2*3. NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS
Numerical solutions to the simple fluid flow problem of section 2*3 were found 
in the following manner*
a# Using the same lumping procedure as in the analogue design, where the 
thermal capacity of the wall and the air stream elements are concentrated 
at the end of the elements, the arrangement of the nodal points are as shown.
Insulated Tube Wall
6z
air
flow
z~l
S
zT-Z.
z+1 Ei
t
Then for the wall element
h (© — ©_. ) = w (©’ - e„ )
z Ei’z e T  Ei,z Ei’zh
rearranging
Q * -v H6tW h ©„ + (1 - H6t ) 6„- z H^z (73)
where H = 2tcR^ 6Zh, W = * - 4  ) 5zpw °w
and ^ is the temperature at the beginning of the time interval 6t^ and
©* is the temperature at the end of the time interval 
R. ,z
For the equation (73)to give a stable solution,
J ' ' H5t
1 - 'h
w
^© Rw z see Appendix (A.12) where
£>.©* is a small change 
R. *zi’
due to a small change of
Therefore . H6t. 1 -  h
w
<  \
and
or
H6t. __ 1
W
6t,h wH
(73a)
Flow Region
H(02 ~ es,z) m V (®«-l - - —  ( ®' ' Vi7
(74)
6t.h
2where C = the thermal capacity of the air stream p7t R. 6ZC
rearranging (74)
e* = H6th e + V5th e .z -g—  Ri?Z ;— g- z-1
Now if the thermal capacity of the gas stream is neglected then,
V(© . - © ) « H(© - ©B )  *..... ................z-1 z z R., zl’
This relationship should hold at every instant of time. For a numerical
solution we assume the steady state conditions to hold at the beginning of
♦ (75)
each time interval 6t, •h
Rearranging (75) - JL q + JL q
* H+V z-1 H+V R,, z ............ *l’
Consider an element of pipe 6Z w 50 ft. 
then
^ h  ~ » 2005"" “ 0*278 hr* from equation (73a) 
Therefore, we take 6t^ = 5 niin
Substituting numerical values in equations (73) and (76)
.♦(76)
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The transient temperature distributions of the air and the wall for various 
points down the pipe length as predicted by the above equations afe compared 
with the analytical solution of Rizika Fig. (31)* Using an alternative 
lumping scheme a second numerical solution was found and compared with the 
above solutions.
U. Alternative Numerical Solution
This same problem was solved by Dusinbere in the following manner*
jC__£----i___d .S...,
|
/ / / y  y ' y  y
- b * c
y
\ i
..... V
-
Ro
. ....air <v. .< ,-1
1
2  . . [ 3  .......... .
R*
X
flow - . r
The thermal capacity of an element of wall is assumed to be concentrated at 
the centre of gravity of the section (central storage). The reference 
points for the air temperatures are as shown* at the beginning and end of 
the pipe element*
The heat balance for the wall element may be approximated by
H(e, + e „ - e )  = w ( e ' - e )    (77),
1 2  a rr* a a
 2--- 6th
an- intuitively more accurate approximation than that used in the analogue 
design.
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Rearranging Equation ( 77 )
©' = H5th e, + H5tf e„ + (l - H6tf) e_ ..........................................(78)
a ~ W  1 ”  2 ~ S T  a
Assuming steady state conditions to exist in the air stream at the beginning 
of each time interval, then
h( 9x + e2 -  © ) = v (e , -  e„ )
 2 ~  a 1 2
rearranging ov „
q - q 1 * — n q
cV + n a £iV + ii X
The solutions given by equations (?8) and (79) using the time interval of 
3 min. are shown in Fig* (3l)«
16/f
APPENDIX 2.4 Details of Pump
The reciprocating pump Patent No. 72169 used in part II work, 
was kindly loaned by C.F. Davis, Chief Technician, Battersea College of 
Technology and brief details are given below. The pump Fig, (48) 
comprises a cylindrical body portion (1) to which is attached a cylindrical 
guide (2) which houses a sealing ring of U-shape in cross-section (3)* A 
plunger (4) is mounted in the guide, one end of which is reduced in diameter 
and passes through the sealing ring. The other end of the plunger retains 
a compression spring which maintains contact between the plunger and one arm 
of the bellcrank lever (5)* The bellcrank lever is pivoted on a pin (6) 
and bears oh an eccentric (7) fixed to a driving shaft. Potation of the 
eccentric reciprocates the plunger in its guide, the spring returns the 
plunger which draws oil into the pump body through a ball suction valve (8).
The driving stroke forces oil through a delivery ball valve (9)* The 
displacement of the plunger is varied by altering the position of the bellcrank 
lever, using the thumb screw (10) which forces the plunger to the right and 
hence reduces the stroke# By altering the position of the bellcrank lever 
it is possible to reduce the oil flow by very small amounts until in the limit 
the oil delivery is zero. As the bore of the plunger is small a complete 
stroke only delivers a small quantity of oil which permitted the eccentric to 
be rotated at a relatively high speed 300 r.p.m. thus reducing the effects of 
r a pulsating delivery.
SKETCH OF PUMP (S E TM U S
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